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ABSTRACT
Bathymetric profiles of mid-ocean ridges show that the
morphology of ridge crests and the roughness of sea-floor
relief created there is corr~only related to the spreading
rate. To study the creation of fine-scale sea-floor relief
at mid-ocean ridges, detailed bathymetric profiles of
mid-ocean rid£es collected with the deeD tow instrumen~
package were compiled. Tectonic features were identified in
order to provide an estimate of the zone over \.¡hich t'2c::onic
-e1.; of i". .....e~;-e,. 'T"ll'~~ -oc,,1 t-s s"rt-"pcr ....hc:, ::oCi l-,-F c"'o.!_-Fl r,Ï\-"'"" _~'_ _I: i . 0.1- _. ...i.. .:_~~.... "-'6b-~''' L_L'_ -0- ..'... i'_,.., _-i.......,
to which tectonisIE is acti'7e is considerably g::eater at the
slow spreading Mid-Atlantic Ridge though no~ noticably
variable among fas,-er spreading centers. The roughness of
sea-floor relief vias measured using longer deep tow profiles.
Surprisingly, tee sea-floor relief created at slG~v spread~L;
centers is not noticablv rougher than that created &t faster
spreading centers, cùntrary to the often noted inverse
relationship Detween sea-floor roughness and spreading rate.
It is postulated rhat rhe apparent smooth sea-floor relief
created at fast spreading centers is due tc the inab:.lity of
typical surface ship profiling systems co resolve the sDall
amplitude/ short wavelengt:h relief created there.
Surface ship bathyn:etric profiles of sid-ocean ridges .were
also cop-piled to better define the relationships bet',çeen "Cfìe
dimensions of median rifts or central highs at spreading
centers and the Touznness of sea-floor relief as seen bv
surface ship profiiIng syst:ems ~ith spreading rate. Ih~
measure~ent of ridge crest di~ens~ons shows that though the
c i 0\117 S D'" e a è. -1 r C' ~.T ~ .. - ,j. ~ i :: '!~ t- '-1 r- .~ ~ ;; C" -:~ C ~T'-rTT" (' n ì -:- ~-: l" C' S :i:' ~ 7:: .;; n .~ ~ ~ 1:i. .... .i _ ---0 ./.~_\. . ..'__'-_..H"-_i. .r.._~;:t. v.;H..i~'-....) ...___ .._CL', _ .i~.._\.__~_~
ri~~c r~~ t~~ ~~c- ~~~c~Q.i~~ Ea~~ P~C:~:0 ~~ra ~~C ~~~~r~l_J.___ o....... _1.._ _c.~_ .....i:--... ~ -"-0 ..i- ._.. .L..~,- J.\....O'... ....._..~ _C_a_____.
highs, when ridge cres~ dimensions are plott:eó versus
spreading rate, no clear correlation caTI be seen in t:he
individual oceans. The ycushness or sea-floor relief was
measured using ~he .compiled surface ship profiles. A good
inverse correlation between roughness and spreading rate can
be seen in the Atlantic but not in the Pacific.
The hypothesis that the roughness of sea-floor relief created
at spreading centers is relaced to the ability of the litho-
sphere to support relief within the zone of relief formation
was considered. The strength of the lithosphere at spreading
centers was estimated from measured strengths of rocks and
theoretical thermal models of the lithosphere near spreading
axes. The load imposed on the lithosphere by sea-floor relief
was estimated using deep tow bathymetric profiles. The
calculations show the lithosphere should achieve much higher
strengths within the zone of relief formation at slow
spreading centers compared to fast spreading centers.
Furthermore, the calculated lithospheric strengths within the
zone of relief formation increase exponentially for spreading
centers of loi.¡er spreading rates. This can explain ~7hy an
inverse correlation between sea-floor roughness and spreading
rate could be seen along the slow spreading Mid-Atlantic Ridge
but not along the fast spreading East Pacific Rise. Finally,
the extent of tectonism, or the width of the zone of relief
formation, at spreading centers is suggested to be controlled
by the width of magma chambers at faster spreading centers and
the extent of viscous forces at ãeeply rifted slow spreading
centers.
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Chapter I: Morphology of Riòge Crests and Sea-Floor as Seen
by .the Deep Tow Instrumen t Package
1. 1 Introduction
At divergent nlate boundaries, asthenospheric material
upwells, cools, and becomes part of s~reading lithospheric
plates. The very large scale topography of the sea-floor
reflects the conductive cooling of the resulting lithosphere
(e.g. Sclater and Francheteau, 1970; Sclater et al, 1971;
Parker and Oldenburg, 1974; Parsons and Sclater, 1977).
Superimposed on the large scale thermal relief of the sea-
floor are second order topographic features which simDle
conductive cooling models of the lithosphere cannot explain.
Two essential features of the fine:c scale relief are:
1) the presence of median rifts at most slew (less than
20 æmíyr half rate) and intermediate rate (20-40 rrm/yr
half rate) sprep.dinf. centers, ai-id 2) the greater roughness
of relief for sea-floor created at slower snreading rates
as seen in surface shin profiling records.
Detailed sarveys of mid-ocean ridges show the sea-floor
to be created initially by volcanic extrusion with little
relief. Most of the sea-floor relief is tectonic in ori~in
and is added on the flanks of the extrusive zone by faulting,
. 1 . d . ~ b ~l'T 19"" - -ti ting, an ¡:arning or t.e sea-i:__oer !,Larson, /1; Aü7ater
a:id Mudie, 1973; Kl:.t~oi.¿ anè :-iudie, 1.974; L1Toms.rK, 19ï6;
Ballard and vcm A.ridel, 1977; 1:acdonald and Luyendyk; 1977;
10
Lonsdale, 19 77a; Lons dale and Spies s, 1979). Thus, it is
necessary to study the tectonic evolution of the sea-floor as
it migrates away fro~ spreading centers in order to understand
the relief form tion process and its relationship to s~reading
rate. Typical surface ship profilinß svstems are not able to
resolve the important small scale tectonic features of the
sea-floor. Bathymetric profiles collected wi th the deep tow
instrument package of the Marine Physical Laboratory of the
Scripps Insti tution of Oceanogra~hy are the only widely
available high resolution data. The deen tow data allow the
identification of fault scarps, the basic tectonic expression
of the sea-floor. Deep tow side-scan records make possible
the mapping of the fault scarps. In this first chapter, the
morphology of the sea-floor and mid-ocean ridges as seen by
deep tow surveys will be presented. Attemnts will be made to- - -
quantify the variations in the nature 6f relief at ridge
crests in terms of spreading rate.
1.2 Data and the DeeD Tow Instrument Package
The Deep Tow Ins trumen t Package
The deep tow instrument package is comprised of a number
of geophysical and geological instruments designed to be
towed close to the sea-floor. The instrQ~en ts include up and
dmvn looking sonars, side-scan sonars, 4 kHz sonar for
sedi.men t per~etrat:icn, magne tome ter l water ::empera ture sensors,
&¡d ~hotographic and television cameras (Spiess and Tyce,
II
1973). At various times a number of other devices have been
deployed with the Dackage. In most deeD tow surveys, the
location of the instrunen t packa~e is determined by ranging
to a number of TI:ooreè. acoustic tranSDOTI ¿erg posi tioried be::ore
the surveys. But for long profiles of ridge crests, the deep
tow package is often out of the range of the transDonder net.
In these cases, the location of the ins t rumen t relative to
the ship often has been calculated using TOAD, a cOil~uter
program designed to simulate the dynamics of a long cable
towed through water (Ivers and Mudie, 1973). The nrecision
of the navigation relative to the ship using TOAD has been
estimated to be 400-600 m (Ivers and Mudie, 1973). The
location of the instrument nackage relative to the shin c&~
also be determined by matching topograrihic features recorded
by the Üistrumen t package ,-iith those recorÔed by the ship.
The location of the ship is in turn ty~ically determned from
satellite fixes.
Between the first deep tow survey of a mid-ocean ridge
in 1967 and the most recent, numerous improvements have been
made to the instru~en t ~ack~ge. Of particular interest here
is the addition of an imnroved narrow beam do~m looki~g sonar
in 1975 which resulted in substantial improvement of the
resolution of steep slopes. The data from the East Pacific
Rise (EPR) at 90N, 305, and some from 210N and the Gaiapa~os
Spreadin;? Center (GSC) 'Used in this study 'iJere colle:::ted ïo¡ith
i
the i~proved do~n looking s yste~.
1 ')
~L.
Deep Tow Survey~
Up to 1978, the deep tow "Fish" has been used to survey
mid-oce~~ ridges at LO sites. Several si tes have been
surveyed more than once and three addi tional trans form fault
surveys have coverage of adjacent spreadin?, centers
(Crane, 1976; Lonsdale and Shor, 1979; Macdonald et al,
1979b) . The mid-ocean ridge s surveyed have spreading rates
ranging from LO to 76 mm/yr half rate. Figure 1 shows the
locations of the sites. Most of the surveys have been
reported elsewhere. Table I lists the sites, the nature of
the surveys, ~~d the uapers in which they have been described.
A numer of these surveys were detailed studies of ridge
crests (Gorda Rise, EPR at 2ioN, 90N, and 30S, the GSC,
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (~~R) at 37oN, and the Reykjanes
Ridge) . Others were isolated long ~rofiles collected for the
measurement of the near-bottom magnetic field (EPR 2ioN-
. Oconostctow, Costa Rica Rift (C~~), and the Pacific-An tarctic
Ridge (PAR) at 5 1 oS) .
Labelling of the Profiles
In the figures and tables of this paner, the profiles
from the Gorda Rise have been labelled in the manner of
Atwater and Mudie (l973). The ~SC profiles are labelled as
in Klitgord and Mudie (l974) and Crane (l978). Primes have
been added to the labe ls from Crane (l9 78) and lower case
letters used fer Drofiles not previously published. The data
shown from Klitgord and r-rudie (l97L) and Crane (l9ï8) have
13
Figure 1: Location of deep tow surveys of mid-ocean ridges
compiled for this study.
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been fit ted together by matching topographic features. Theo .EPR 3 S profi les shown by Lons dale (19 77a) are cOmDosi tes .
They are sh~~m as collected in this paper ~~th different
labels. The two profiles from EPR 90N are ûortions of two
long crossings of the ridge crest shown in Figure l4 of
Lonsdale and Spiess (l979). During expedition SOUTHTOW,
three long profiles of the west flank and one of the east
flank of PAR were collected (Mudie et al, 1972). The three
western profiles are labelled as north, central, and south,
and the eastern profile as east. The north and east nrofiles
are two halves of a single traverse ShovID in Klitgord et al
(1975) . oThe profiles from EPR 2 1 N were collected durin~
expeditj_ons TIPTOH, COCOTOvJ, and FPu\~CIS DRATZE (Larson, 19 71;
Normark, 19ì6; Crane &îd Normark, 1977; Macdonald et al, 1979&).
A long profile was collected near EPR ZioN during expedition
CCONOSTOTOW. The detailed ridge crest surveys at EPR ZioN
were fitted together by matching topographic features. A
new labelling convention is used here. The profiles of the
Reykj&îes Ridge are from Shih et al (1978) and they have been
proj ected onto the N900E direction here. The l'!A3 profiles
have been labelled in the manner of Macdonalà and Luyendyk
(1977).
Magnetic Data
The near-bottom magnetic field was measured with the
"C ..h- t...: -, ~. ¡ i.aL ~ yme i.y _'-1. 0.._'. of these surveys and has been interoreted
to give spreading rates and the location of the spreading
l7
axes, the location where the age of the sea-floor is
effectively zero, at most locatio~s (ALvater and ~udie, 1973;
Larson, 19 71; Kli tgord and Mudie, 19 74; Kli tgord et ~ ,a... , 1975 ;
Shih et al, 1978; l1acdonald, 1977; ~1acdonald et al, 1979a).
The surveys at EPR 30S and 90N did not include any magnetic
anomaly reversals and the snreading rates were determned
from surface shiD ma~etic data (Lons dale, 19 77a; Lonsdale
and Spiess, 1979).
Digi tiza tion of the Bathymetric Data
Deep tow bathymetric data are usually digitized for
analysis. Depending on which survey, the records have been
digi tized at either inflection ?oints such that when straight
lines are connected between them, the resulting time series
is within four meters of the original, or the recorès were
digitized at even 30 sec or one minute intervals. The average
digitization interval using the inflection Doint method is
one per minute. Using a typical towing speed of about
two km/hr, one data Doint per minute gives a digitization
interval of one per 33 m of distance covereà. Sarnp les of
the bathymetric data have been D lotted in the fo=m of fence
diagrams and proj ected profiles in Figures 2,3, and 4. For
detailed locations of the profiles, see the references listed
in Table 1.
Identification of Fault ScarDS
The deep tmv pr:)filÜig system, i~ combination \.;ith the
side-scan sonars, is particularly suited to the mapping of
18
Figure 2: Fence diagrams of detailed ridge crest surveys
from EPR 30S and EPR 2ioN. Side-scan data show
the lineated nature of faul t scar~s. Side-scan
tar?ets were assumed to have the same denth as
the sea-floor where the deep tow instrument
track cros ses the targe ts. Vertical exaggeration
is 4X for EPR 30S and 2X for EPR 2l oN. EPR 210N
side-scan data courtesy of Bill Normark.
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Figure 3; Proj ected profiles of ridge crests from detailed
surveys. Stippled areas or "v" s show features
interpreted to be volcanic constructions. Few
volcanic features were identified outside of
the central low relief zone, probably due to the
dominance of tectonic relief outside of the
central low relief zone. Vertical exaggeration
is 4X. Box a shows the location of deep tow
record presented in Figure 5b.
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Figure 4: Longer deep tow profiles. Bars over the profiles
show the estimated plate boundary half-widths
as discus sed in Section 1.5. Vertical bars ~~der
the profiles show the locations of changes in the
roughness of sea-floor relief. They correspond
with the vertical ba~s under the cumulative vertical
relief curves shown in Figure 14. SRC==l02ation of
of spreading rate change, SM==seamcunt. Vertical
exaggeration is 20X. Boxes indicate the location
of deep tow records s ho\i7T in :Figure 5.
Box a- Figure 5b
Box b- Figure 5c
Box e- Figure 5d
Box f- Figure 5a
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faul t scarps and volcanoes. Fault scar~s show un as abruDt
breaks in the bathymetric records. They usually have very
steeD slopes, of~e~ beyond the resolution of the profilin?,
system, and in cross-section form rectangular to triangularly
shaped fault blocks. The sharp breaks in slope are often
marked by side-echoes or zones of extra thick return trace
in the records. Fault s carns and fissures show un in
side-s can records as sharp linear reflectors, often traceable
between adj acen t profiles . Fault s carps can be differentiate d
from steep volcanic flow fronts by thé more sinuous and
discontinuous side-scan signature of the latter features.
Side-scan data also show volcanoes as isolated features and
fault scarps as lineated features which sometimes can be
traced beDveen profiles. Tne inclusion of side-scan targets
in fence diagrams shows conclusively the lineated nature of
fault scarps and fissures (Figure 2).
Examples of deep tow records are show~ in Figure 5. In
records collected with the older profiling system, fault
scams are often marked by parabolic side-echoes above breaks
in the bottom trace. The sea-floor often decreases in slone
below the steepest Darts of the faul t scarps. ~nese nrobably
are talus aprons, possibly covering fault slivers. Bottc~
photographs &ïd submersible observations show talus slcDes
often obscure large ?ortions of fault scarps (e.g:. Ba:lard
"'..' T ~ t do 1 .. 9 ~ .~ )a.l. . G "\ an rin ~ , 1. ¡ i . The sUDerior resolution of the newer
profiling system as well as submersible surveys show that
33
Figure 5: Deep tow profiling and side-scan records.
Horizontal scales=500m, vertical scales=lSOm.
Vertical lines indicate locations of interpreted
fault scarps and their corresponding side-scan
signatures. Arrows point toward the spreading
axes. EPR profiles were collected with the
new profiling system while the PAR profiJ.es were
-
"
¥
collected with the old profiling system.
Locations of the figures:
5a- LPR 3°5, see Figure 4, Box f.
5b&c- PAR, see Figures 3 and 4, Boxes a and b.
5d- EPR 21oN, see Figure 4, Box e.
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fault scarps identified in older deen tow records are often
actually fault zones with several individual fault slivers.
This difference tends to make estirn2tes of fault throws on
individual faults from older deeD tow records be greater
though the total measured throw across fault zones would be
the same. Original deep tow profiling, side-scan, and
sediment penetration records were always used in the identifi-
cation of fault scarps in this study. As many of the examules
in Figure 5 show, fault scarns are distinctive in many ways
which are often lost in the digitizatìon process. Any simple
criterion, such as the slope of the sea-floor, is insufficient
to characterize fault scarps. This is especially true for
fault dips as they often are not resolved by the ûrofiling
sysces and the digi tized fault diDS are highly dependent on
the digitization method.
l.3 General Mor~hology of the Spreading Centers
!ypical Features of Mid-Ocean Ridges
In general, spreading axes are easily identifiable
in bathymetric ~rofiles wi thout the aid of magnetic data.
~
. ~
1~
~tid-ocean ridges typically are the shallowest features in
the oceans and their flanks deepen syste~aticallv away from
the ridge crests. At the spreading axes, ei ther a central
high or a median rift is co~~only Dresent. The rift or
central high usually is very prominent anå it is also t:roically
the highest high or the lowest low in the vicinity. In deeD
39
tow profiles, the s preadin~ axes are also usuaily qui te
easy to locate. Most fault scarps face toward the axes and
fault block back-slopes dip æ.:ay from.the spreadin¿: axes
(Figure 6 defines the terms that will be used to describe the
tectonic relief). Hhether a ridge crest is rifted or has a
central high, its spreading axis is always characterized by a
zone of low tectonic relief.
Based on the deep tow surveys, the spreading centers
can be divided into three mOr?hological zones: l) Astride
the spreading axes are zones of low relief. Fault throws are
small and fault scamS are few. Perhaps due to the lack of
large tectonic relief, volcanoes often are prominent in this
zone. 2) Bracketing the central low relief zones are areas
of increasing tectonic relief. Fault s carns increase in
throw, often very suddenly. At rifted mid-ocea~ ridges,
the transition between the low relief central zone and the
tectonic zone is defined by the large inward facing faults
that form the median valley walls. 3) Outside of the zone of
increasing tectonic relief are the abyssal hills. Here there
are few signs of additional tectonic acti vi ty. The relief
I. .
:
has been frozen into the lithosphere and is ~assively carried
away by sea-floor spreading.
Beyond these general features, mid-ocean ridge crest
morphology can be quite variable and distinct in detail. To
a large part, ridge crest moroD.ology c~. be correlated ç.: th
spreading rate (Menard, 1967; Cann, 1968; Anderson and
40
Figure 6: Defini tion of terms used to describe. sea- floor
tectonic features. Inward facing faults and
back-slopes dip toward spreading axes while outward
facing faults and back-slopes dip away from
spreading axes.
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Noltimier, 1973). The spreadin~ centers surveyed by deen tow
can be divided into four grouns by spreadin~ rate. The Gorda
Rise and the !'~R have deeD median rifts and slow spreading
rates. EPR 2 1 oN, GSC, and CPR have shal low rifts and in ter-
mediate spreading rates. EPR 30S, EPR 90N, and PAR have
central highs and fast spreadin~ rates. The Reykj anes Rid8e
is unique in having a central high yet wi th a low spreading
rate.
Slow ~preading Centers: MA and Gorda Rise
Of the slow spreading centers, the Gorda Rise has a
broader and shallower median rift. The inner rift in the
southern FAMOUS area (profile s in Figure 3) comes close to
the width of the Gorda, however. Tne median valley walls
essentially rise directly into the rift mountains at the Gorda
Rise. T~e rift mountains aDDear to be formed of large
outward tilted fault blocks. Note the spreading rate slowed
only recently from 4l mm/yr to l2 mm/yr at 2.2 rnybp (Atwater
and Mudie, 1973; Klitgord et al, 1975). The sea-floor created
at the time of the spreading rate change is now only 26 km from
the spreading axis.
In contrast to the Gorda Pise, the ¥AR at 370N has a very
narrow inner rift valley in places. The rift walls do not
rise straight into the rift mountains. Instead, there ere a
number of terraces (Hacdonald and Luye~dyk, 1977). As y:nmetric
-sp:,"ee.dirl2; arid rnnor spreading rate changes have occured
wi thin the deep tow survey area (Macdonald, 1977). However,
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the rate cnanges are qui te small compared to that at Gorda.
In termediate Rate ~preading Cen ters: oEPR 2l N, GSC, CRR
The most prominent features of the intermediate rate
spreading centers are the tilted fault blocks which are
200 to 300 m high and face inward toward the spreading axes.
At the GSC, the inner rift valley defined by the large fault
blocks is only 3-4 km wide. The valley walls are not
symetrical and in places on the southern flank the valley
is bound by grabens rather than u?lifted fault blocks. The
relief decreases dramatically away from the spreading axis
toward the south. Hmvever, the relief increases again south
of the surveyed area. Notably, there is not a similar pattern
to the north of the spreading axis (profile A', Figures 3 and
4) . The graben at llO km from the. spreading axis in the
GSC-A' profile in Figure 4 uay be the abandoned spreading
axis of a spreading center jum which occured between anomaly
2' and 3 time (Anderson et al, 1976; Sclater et al, 1974;
Hey et al, 1977). Following the analysis of Anderson et al
(l976), sea-floor bebveen about 70 and 120 km from the
I
, .
spreading axis on the north flank of the GSC was actually
created south of the spreading axis and subsequently attached
to the Coc9S p late by the j urp .
At EPR 21 oN, the firs t 200 to 300 m high fault blocks
are 8 to l2 km from the spreadinf, axis. Wi thin the valley
defined by these faults is a rifteè. central hig:- 7 to 8 kr.
wide and 100 to 1S0 m high (Normark, 1976). The spreading
44
rate and direction changed at EP~ 210N at about 2.7 rnybn. -
(Larson, 1972; Klitgord et aI, 1975). The site of the
changes is about 60 km from the spreading axis in the EPR 2 iON
-Oconostotow profiles in Figure 4. Unfortunately, the site of
the spreading change is also close to a seamount, which may
have affected the relief formation process.
The mor~ho10gy of CRR is rather ambiguous. There appears
to be a median ri ft wi th inward facing faults carns on the
southern flank of the rift valley. However, the magnetic
anomaly identifications Dlace the spreading axis un on what
appears to be the northern median valley wall (Klitgord et al,
1975) . The northern valley wall does not anpear to be composed
of fault scarps typical of rift walls. Instead, the northern
wall apDears to be constructed of volca~ics. The CRR deeD
tow profile is located close to the CRR/Panama Fracture Zone
intersection. The ambiguous morphology may be due to the
proximity of the transform fault. The deep tow profile is
at 830W, between the Panama FZ at 82.50W and the Ecuador FZ
at 84.50W. Surface shin profiles at 83.20 show a median rift
while profiles between 83.70 and 84.40W do not (Grim, 1970).
t
. r
Perhaps the median rift deeDens as the Panama FZ is approached,
analogous to the EPR near the Ta~ayo FZ (Macdonald e t al,
19 79b) . This phenomenon has been attributed to the
enhancement of viscous head loss near ridge crest/transform
fault intersecti.ons (SleeD and Biehler, 1970). The sDreading
rate increased from 2ó to 38.5 mm/yr at 4.2 mybD (Klitgord
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et al, 1975). The site of the rate increase is now l60 km
from the spreading axis, close to the southern end of the
deep cow Dyofile.
Fast ~preading Centers: PAR, EPR 90N, EPR 30S
Of the fast spreading centers surveyed by deep tow,
PAR is the most poorly surveyed. nvO of th2 three deeD tow
crossings of the PAR crest show shallow central rifts about
one-half km wide and lOa m deep atoD narrow cen tral highs.
The third profile (profile south) is of very poor quali ty and
only shows numerous side-echoes at the ridge crest. However,
the records do show that a central rift similar to those in
the other crossing is not present. Relief increases very
quickly going away from t~e sureading axis. The fault blocks
... 1 t-h J-h..l .,. 4- ~, 1.are more sy~,~,e~rica_ ~ .an at L e inLermeaiaLeraLe s~reacing
cen ters .
The ridge axis at EPR 30S is in the form of a central
.shield volcano flanked by horst and graben style topography
(Lonsöale, 1977a). The spreading center stands distinctively
higher than the surrounding sea-floor in contrast to the
intermediate rate and slow spreading centers. Fault throws
clearly increase going away from the snreadinf, axis.
oEPR 9 N has a distinctively more rectangular cross
sectional shaDe when compared to EPR 30S. The shoulders of
the central high are cOmDosed of large outwarö facing faults
(T r-nC:Q'c-i '" .~.~'d...iv.i _ i.-,'_ c..:,l Spiess, 19 ï9) . COwpare ci to DOst of t~e EPR,
EPR at 90N is atypical for its more rectangularly shaJed
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central high.
The ReY~i anes Rid?;~
The Reykj anes Ridge is at)~ical for its oblique
spreading and the lack of a median rift given its spreading
rate. The ridge crest morphology changes from beinf. flat
topped to a peaked ridge crest to the more typical rifted
ridge crest going southward away from Iceland (Laughton
et aI, 1979). The Reykjanes Rid~e is related to the Iceland
hotspot nearby and not typical of mid-ocean ridges. The
Reykjanes Ridge will not be considered in detail here.
l.4 Volcanic and Tectonic Relief at Spreading Cen ters
Volcanic Relief
Qùalitatively, it is quite clear from the bathymetric
data that the spreading axes are coincident with zones of
low relief and the tectonic relief increases with distance
. from the spreading axes. To see if there are patterns in the
scale of volcanic relief between spreading centers and if the
increase in tectonic relief away from spreading axes can be
documented, major volcanoes and fault scarns h2ve been
identified and their heights measured from the Drofiles
shown in Figure 3.-
Volca~oes are nrominent within the central low relief
zone at the s low spreading ~AR and Gorda Rise. The volcanoes
at the j:.L4.R rise u:i to about 200 m above the surroun¿in~
median valley floor. There are three volcanic features in the
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median valley of the Gorda Fise. The largest stands about
300 m high. Volcanoes are hard to identify at the inter-
mediate rate GSC, but there are some volcanic fe2t~res UP to
50 m high within the median valley as well as on the back
-slopes of some of the tilted faul t blocks bounding the 'median
valley. EPR 2ioN shows a number of well developed volcanoes.
Within LO km of the spreading axis, the largest volcanoes are
about 80 m high and numerous smaller ones can be identified
in the profiles shown in Figure 3. At E~R 90N and 30S,
volcanoes u~ to 80 m high have been rnaD~ed by Lonsdale (l977a)
and Lonsdale and Spiess (l9 79). A large volcano 200 m high
is present at 40 km from the s~reading axis on the east flank
of EPR 30S (Figure 4). From the anomalously thin sediment
cover, Lonsdale (1977a) has interpreted the area to be a site
of extinct off-axis volcanism. Volcanoes wi th sizes similar
to those found within the central low relief zones are not
.typically prominent outside of the central low relief zones.
This is probably because the increasing tectonic relief
overwhelms the volcanic relief. However, volcanoes have ~.::i.
i,B
f'been identified in a detailed survey outside of the central
low relief zone at EPR 2ioN (Macdonald et al, 1979a).
Tectonic Relief
The throws of fault scarps from the slow spreading l-lA.R
and Gorda Rise have been plotted against the distance to the
sp~ead'~cr a;es ~o .~e_fi'n_._p_ -l ~_L,"O.: - - - the dist ribution of tectonic relief
at the spreading centers (Figure 7). CIa sely spaced faults
48
Figure 7: Offset across fault zones versus distance to
spreading axes. Fault zones with offsets of
less than about 20 m were not tabulated.
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forming single lar~e offsets were considered single fault
scarps. Faul t throws have also been measured in 14 of the
longe:- deep to-:v profiles (Figure 4 and 8). The throus t.¡ere
measured across individual fault scarps whenever they can be
identified. Thus, the magnitude of individual throws are
not comparable between profiles due to the differences in the
resolution of the old and new profiling systems.
l.5 Plate Boundary Widths
Distribution of Tectonic Relief
New ocean floor created within the central volcanic
zones has little relief. Most of the mature sea-floor relief
is acquired tectonically as the sea-floor migrates away from
the spreading axes. The tabulation of fault throws and the
examination of deep tow profiles show tectonic relief increases
on the flank of the central low relief zones. The increase in
the tectonic relief is commonly qui te abrunt such as at the
edge of the median valley floors at the slow and intermediate
rate spreading centers. Large horst and graben relief also
appears dramatically at the base of the central highs at the
fast spreading EPR 90N and 308. The width of the central
low relief zone has been nostu1ated to equal the width of the
underlying magma chamber (Bryan and Moore, 1977; Lons dale,
1977a). To see if this ~idth is a function of sDreading rate,
the range of vali.es for each spreading center is sho-i.m in
Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Half-widths of the central low relief zone
versus spreading rate.
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Luyendyk and Macdonald (l976) have termed the zone of
active tectonism at . divergent plate boundaries as the rylate
,
boundary zone. The width of the central low relief zone
thus must be a minimum estimate of the plate boundary zone.
The tabulation of fault throws shows that t~e tectonic relief
does not continue to grow indefinately. The fault throws
reach some ambient value fluctuating about some mean. In some
of the profiles, the faul t throws seem to decrease vn th
distance from the spreading axes. Some of this decrease is
accountable by the increasing sediment cover in older
sea-floor. While it is clear where tectonic relief formation
first becomes important, it is not clear where tectonic relief
formation ceases. The concentration of earthquakes close to
the plate boundaries in the ocean basins and the preservation
of magnetic anomalies suggest li ttle tectonic deformation
occurs in oceanic plate interiors.
One possible estimate of the width of the plate boundary
zone is the distance from the snreading axis at which the
fault throws reach the ambient size. At this distance, the
;
H
"
:1
i
. .~
j:
relief of mature sea-floor is reached and there is no reason
to postulate continued tectonic relief formation. It is
difficult to determine precisely where sea-floor relief reaches
the mature roughness due to the many fluctuations in the
size of relief even in mature sea-floo~. It is qui te likely
that the pla~e bo~~dary zone is variable to some extent in
time and SDace. However, a rough estimate of where the fault
6l
growth ceases is possible by examining the throw of faults
versus distance from the spreading axes as well as considering
the deep to-:.¡ profiles themselves. The horizontal bars in
Figure 8 and the bars above the profiles in Figure 4 show the
estimates of the ~late boundary half-widths determined in
this way.
Maintenance of Median Rift Relief
As examn lified by the Gorda Rise and the ¥AR at 3 70~,
most slow spreading centers have deep median rifts. For
their median rifts to be steady state features, there must be
some process by which the u~ward climbing staircase tonography
of the rift walls is eliminated as sea-floor migrates out of
the median rifts. Though there is some debate as to the
mecha~ism by which the rift valley relief is removed in the
rift mountains, there needs to be some form of tectonic
deformation in the rift moi. tains regardles s of the mechanism
. (Osmaston , 1970; Harrison, 1974; Harrison and Stie1tjes, 1977;
l~cdonald and Atwater, 1978). Therefore, the ~late boundary
zone should be apDroximated by the distance to the rift
,.
,
I
mountains at deeply rifted mid-ocean ridges.
Contour maps of the MAR in the Ffu~OUS area show the pea~
to Deak distance between the rift mountain tops is quite
variable from 25 -80 km (Ra~berg et al, 1977). Figure 4 shows
the shallowest point in the rift mountains to be about 60 km
from the spreading axis on the east flaLk of ~~R but only
about 15 km on the west flank. If the rift relief is constant
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over time, then the local plate boundary half-~~dths are
between 15 and 60 km. The very larf,e distance to the ri ft
mountain top on the east flank gives a 'Dlate boi.dary ~Ñidth
which is much greater than the other estimates. The nearly
universal presence of rift valleys at slow spreading centers
suggests they are steady state features, but it seems clear
that the shorter wavelength topography is not and consti tute
a sort of superimoosed "noise" for the half-width estimates.
It is likely that the rift mountains on the east flank of the
MAR in the FAMOUS area are not steady state fea tures. The
location where the sea-floor topography first stops climbing
upwards and the first large outward facing relief is presen t
on the east flank is at 24 km from the s~reading axis (Figure
4, ~~~R profile). The ITore likely 'Dlate boundary ~alf-width
there is thus 24 km.
Comparison of topogranhy due to inward facin~ faul ts
and the total topogranhy using long range side-scan sonar
data from the ~~R near 400N shows that most of the bathymetry
can be explained by inward facing faults created at the inner
median valley walls out to l5 to 20 km from the s'Dreading axis
(Searle and Laughton, 1977). Beyond 15 to 20 krn, some other
relief modifying process is required because the bath~rmetry
contains more relief than attributable to the ir.ward facing
faults. Thus, tectonic activity must be present at 15 to 20
km from the spreading axis. At the Gc~da Rise, ~he ocean
floor created at the last s?readin~ rate change is only now
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in the rift mountain tops. It may be that the rift valley
will continue to widen and a nlate boundary width estimated
from the ~resent meiian rift confi~u~ation is not representa-
tive of the present spreading rate. Figure 10 shows estimates
of the plate boundary half-widths based on the distribution of
tectonic relief at spreading centers and the distance to the
rift mountains from deeD tow Drofiles. The nlate boundary
half-widths can also be expressed in terms of the age of the
lithosphere to which tectonism is active (Figure ll).
Other Es timates of the Plate Boundary ~.Jdth
The plate boundary widths determined here can be
compared with those by other workers. Lonsdale (l977a) and
Lonsdale and Spiess (l9 79) e sti~ated the n late boundary
half-widths to be at least 20 km at EPR 30S, 6 to LO km at
oEPR 9 N, and at least 25 km at the Y~R. Lonsdale (l97ia)
estimated the half-widths to be only 2 to 3 km at GSC but
.Klitgord and Mudie (1974) favor the collapse of faults and
estimated the half-width to be 5 to II km. At E~R 2ioN,
Normark (1976) noted that fault scarns comparable to that of
typical abyssal hills are found only at distances of iO km
or more from the spreading axis. Thus, the plate boundary
half-width must be at least iO km.
l.6 Reverse Faul ting
Bath~2t~ic D2ta
-~
The increase in tectonic relief away from sryreadin~ axes
64
Figure 10: Estimated plate boundary zone half-widths
versus spreading rate.
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shows tectonism must be active at spreading centers. The
width of the zone over which tectonism is active was estimated
by looking for the distance at which the tectonic relief
reaches the density similar to that of mature ocean floor
well away from spreading axes. However, there is the possi-
bility that significant tectonic activity in the form of
reverse faulting may occur outside of the zone of increasing
tectonic relief. Because reverse faulting can reduce relief,
the zone over which tectonism is important may be significantly
wider than the zone of increasing tectonic relief.
In contras t to normal faulting and tilting of the
sea-floor, reverse faulting (and reverse tilting) can leave
no evidence of its activity in bathymetric profiles since
it can cancel offset en previously existing normal faults.
Earthquake fault plane solutions or visual observation ,.o:r
geological cross sections that cut across fault traces may
unambiguously document the occurence of reverse faults.
However, bathymetric profiles can only confirm the occurrence
of positive re lief creation processes. Reverse faults that
have positive relief could easily be eroded to resemble
normal faul ts . Thus, some other constraint is needed to
determine the importance of reverse faulting. Macdonald and
Atwater (l978) pointed out that of the availabe evidence,
l) the many normal f2ul t ?lane solutions of mid-ocean ridge
yot-.' r. ~l. - ?\ t~C\ "'¡P'- '- f. c: ,.,.: 0-. r ..h ~-i"'lea....n.-iu.:._~es, _/ L__ I._~vaSlve is_.u_.Lno 0_ L. e se~ ocr,
3) the confirmed ùormal faults from detailed surveys, and
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4) the active volcanic extrusion, all suggest extensional
stresses at spreading centers. This is contrary to the
comp~essive stresses that are associated with reverse faults.
The bathymetric data alone cannot Drove or disprove the
occurrence of reverse faults, Thoup;h there are good reasons
why evidence for reverse faults !!ay be difficult to find,
the available evidence only suggest tensional stresses at
spreading centers. The circumstantial evidence suggests
that if reverse faulting occurs, it occurs only rarely close
to spreading axes. Therefore, the distance at which the
sea-floor first achieves the relief typical of mature
sea-floor at iar~e distances from the snreading axes is a
reasonable measure of the nlate boundary width.
1. 7 Elimir.ation of Median Rift and Central Horst Relief
Median Rifts as Steady State Feat~res
At intermediate rate and fast spreading centers the
relief formation process through faulting can be easily
visualized. Horizontal extension on the flanks of the
central high forms horst and graben relief at the fast
spreading centers, perhaps in the manner described in detail
by Lonsdale (1977a). Increasing offset along pre-existing
fissures gro~s to form the walls of grabens and horsts. At
intermediate rate sureading centers, fault scar~ growth
.., . h' '1' . -f.c ~ .~ .coincicent witi tne ti ting or warûing o~ ~auit DiOCKS can
produce the characteristic tilted fault block relief.
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In contrast, the relief formation process is more complex at
deeply rifted snreading centers because of the necessity of .
mai!itainir:g the med.ian rift relief.
Elimination of l"~edian Rift Relief
There is some argumen t as to whe ther it is the addition
of outward facing faults, the tilting or warping of fault
blocks, or the addition of reverse faults that eliminates the
rift relief in the rift mountains. The alternatives have been
discussed in detail by Harrison and Stielties (1977) and
Macdonald and Atwater (l978). Recent. non-transponder
navigated submersible surveys along the back-sloDes of two
fault blocks in the rift mountains in the FAMOUS area found
the back-slopes to be steeply diD~ing slopes rather than
outward facing fault scarps (Ahiater et al, 1978).
Reinterpretation of the ~AR deep tow profiles shown in Figure
3 suggests that though some of the large outward facing sloDes
are fault scarps (e.g. box g in profile e, the fault block
at about 22 km from the spreading axis in nrofile b of Figure
3), most of the large outward facinp, slone s are til te d or
warped back-sloDes of fault blocks. The deen tow Drofiles
of the Gorda Rise suggest the rift mountains are comDosed of
tilted fault blocks. However, whether the rnorDhology of the
Gorda Rise has reached a steady state configuration is not
known. The tentative conclusion is that tilting and warning
of fault blocks play the dominant Dart in the elimiDation of
rift relief at the ~~R though the addi tion of outward facing
., ,
I .L
faults is also im90rtan t. Reverse faul ting may occur, but
no definitive evidence is available.
Elimination of Median Horst Relief
EPR 90N is similar todeeDlv rifted !!d-ocean ridg-es in
that its central high has greater relief than the surrounding
mature sea-floor (Lonsdale and SDiess, 1979). In contrast
to the central high at EPR 30S which is a shield volcano,
the central high at EPR 90N has large outward facing faults
compos ing its shoulders. For the central hors t to be a
steady state feature, the horst relief must be removed at the
base of the large outward facing faults as the sea-floor
migrates away from the s~readinf, axis. This can be
accom~lished by reverse faulting or inward tilting of the
sea-floor at the base of the large ouh7ard facing faults.
~ . 1 d ,.. ( ~ """"q) 1 1 . 1 h . ~Lonsaa e an ~pl.ess .L:: / _ nave aiscussea ti e necessity O.L
intense reverse faulting involving shear slices perhaDs only
hundreds of meters wide at the base of the shoulders if the
central horst is a steady state feature. The alternative
of a non-steady state central horst at EPR 90N without the
necessity of large scale reverse faultinf- and intense shearin~
of the crust appears to be more plausible.
l.8 Roughness of the Sea-Floor Relief
Quantitative Measure of Roughness
The rougrsess of sea-floor relief has been noteà to be
related to the spreading rate at which the sea-floor is
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crea ted (Menard, 1967; Anderson and Nol timier, 1973; Molnar
et aI, 1975). But in order to comrare the relief of the
sea-floor at different mid-ocean ridgés, some Quantitative
measure of the roughness of sea-floor relief needs to be
defined. The rou~hness of sea-floor relief can be defined
as the amount of vertical change in de~th per uni t of
horizontal distance in profiles projected onto the snreading
direction. The roughness so defined is also the abso lute
value of the first derivative of the bathymetry or the sloDe
of the sea-floor.
The cumulative vertical relief for 2l of the longer
deep tow profiles shown in Figure 4 was calculated to look
for the relationship between roughness of sea-floor relie£
and spreading rate. The cumulative vertical relief '(vas
calculated by suming the absolute value of the difference
in depth between successive internolatéd depth uoints. The
depth points were interpolated at even 50 rn intervals on
profiles that have been proj ected onto the spreading
directions. The interpolation was carried out to minimize
the effect of the difference in resolution between the old
and new profiling systems. The slone of the cumulative relief
curves is the roughness as defined (Figure l2). The
cumulative vertical relief curves ~ere divided into 5 km
segmer.ts and the s lope for each sefment seasured. The
r()ughT~ess calculated froT' the 5 bn seRments is sho,:..Tt in
Figure 13. These 5 km values Ilere averap.eò and Dlotted
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Figure l2 : Cumulative vertical relief nlotted as a
function of distance to spreading axes.
Strai~ht lines superimposed on the cumulative
vertical relief curves show zones of similar
roughness. Vertical bars under the curves
show the location of changes in the slopes
of the ritted lines. The vertical bars ,
I ~
match those in Figure 4. These curves have
the best fitting depth versus square root of ,.,I
I
age subsidence rates removed. However, the
general shape of the curves are the same
without the removal of the subsidence curves.
The curves are labelled as in Figure 4.
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against spreading rate in Figure 14. The vertical bars in
Figure 14 span one standard deviation on either side of the
5 kiD means.
Relief Reduction Due to Sedimentation
There is a definite trend of decreasing roughness with
increasing distance from the sureading axes in the PAR, CP~,
and Gorda profiles. The gradual decrease in roughness can
be attributed to increasing sediment cover with distance from
the spreading axes. Even where the 4 kHz sediment penetration
sonar data were used, the lower resolution of the nenetration
system versus the ~rofiling system will yield lower rou7,hness
estimates with increasing sediment thickness. To estimate
the relief reduction due to sedimentation, straight lines
were fitted to the roughness versus distance curTes for the
PAR, eRR, and Gorda profiles (~igure 13). TI~e fi t ted lines
give rates of relief reduction between LO and 85 m/km/my.
These rates lower the average roughness of the profiles by
52, 52, and 58 m/km respectively. Close to the s~readinf
axes, the sea-floor may still be undergoing relief modification
by tectonism. This is especially troublesome for short
profiles where a significant percentage of the ~rofiles is
within the tectonically activé zone. Be~ter estimates of
the sea-floor roughness can be calculated by taking into
account the effect of sedimentation and excluding the
plate boundary zone ~hose wiòths were estìmated earlier. The
corrected sea-floor roughnes s es timates are sho\Yn by stars in
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Figure l4: Roughness of sea-floor relief plotted against
s~reading rate. The circles show the values
calculated using the deep tow profiles sho~~
in Figure 4. The stars show the resul ts when
the portions of the profiles within the ~late
boundary zones are excluded and relief reduction
due to sedimentation is accounted for. The
vertical bars span one standard deviation on
either sides of the means of the unedited data.
The values for ¥AR \Vere calculated using
profiles i, j , b , g, and e shown in Fi?;ure 3.
Horizontal line shows the linear least square
fit beDveen roughness calculated using the
edited data versus spreading rate .
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Havelength and Amplitude of Relief----
Only three rid~e crests that have been associated with
hotspots, the Reykjanes, th~ GSC, and ryossibly the EPR at
90N (Vogt, 1971; 1974; Anderson et al, 1975) stand out in
having lower roug~~es s than the others in Fi fure l4. ~i th
the exception of these three snreading centers, the roughness
of sea-floor relief aunears to be auite independent of the
spreadinf. rate at which the relief is created. The best fit
linear relationship between sea-floor roughness and spreading
rate has a slope of only O. II m/km!mm/yr. The expected range
in roughness is less than iO m/km for spreading rates from
o mm/yr to 80 IT~/yr. These results contradict the common
observation based on surface ship profiling records that the
roughnes s cf sea-floor relief is inversely related to the
spreading rate (Menard, 1967; Anderson and Noltimier, 1973).
A possible explanation of this contradiction is that
fast spreading centers create more short wavelength/small
amplitude relief compared to slow spreading centers. Typical
surface ship profiling systems cannot resolve the short
wavelength! small amuli tude relief resulting in the apparent
lower relief for sea-floor created at faster spreading rates.
Typical surface ship profiling systems have a beam width of
about 300 and insonify an area l. 3 km in diameter in water
.. 5 k 'L . "m CLeeD ~ Yne nei:.¡er deeD tm,¡ urofiling system has a 60
beam width (Lonsdale, 1977a) and the instrument package is
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typically towed at less than LOO m above the sea-floor.
The area the deep tow profiling system insonifies is less
than 10 m in åiameter.
To test the possibility that small a~Dlitude/ short
wavelength relief resolution is the reason sea-floor created
at fast spreading centers has apparent lower relief, the
relief that would be seen by a surface shin profiling system
with a 300 beam width was calculated using the ~~R, EPR 21oN,
GSC, PAR-east, PAR-north, and EPR 30S àeen tow profi les. The
closest point on the sea-floor to an imaginary ship with a
300 wide downward looking sonar was taken to be the anparent
depth recorded by the ~rofiling system. The cumulative
vertical relief was calculated using a sampling interval of
3.66 km, equivalent to digi tizing a profiling record at
10 min intervals for a ship travelling at 12 knots. The
results show the roughness of relief would be attenuated by
,
: .
a factor of 8.5 for the EPR 30S profile, 5.5 for PAR, 3.0 for
GSC, but only 2.9 for the MA profile. It is thus qui te
plausible that the lower roughness seen by surface shin
profiling systems at fast spreading centers is a function
of resolving power.
1.9 Power Spectra of Deen Tow Profiles
Estimates of Power Snectra
--
The pmver spectra of selecteà dee'S. tow profiles "'oJere
calcula~ed to investigate possible variations in the
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wavelength of relief with s~reading rate. The digitized
profiles were pro; ected onto the spreading directions and
samDled at even 50 m hi tervals. Due to the li~i ted length
of the profiles available, the spectral analysis was limited
to wavelengths up to 20 km. For spreading centers where
lon8er profiles are available, the lonRer profiles were
broken into 20 km seEfents and the spectrum for each se~ent
se~arately evaluated and then averaged. Trends for each
20 km segment were removed by least squares. The profiles
were tapered and the number of ~oints in the resultin~ time
series were padded to a power of two before the SDectra
were calculated. The averaged spectra were s~oothed using
a 27 point triangular filter.
A large part of the EPR 30S profiles shown in Figure 4
contains the central low relief zone and the off-axis
volcanic zone on the east flank. These portions of the
profiles are atypical of mature sea-floor created at the
spreading center. Thus, the pOHer spectrum for EPR 30S "tvas
calculated using only the western profile from lS to 35 km
from the spreading axis. Similar reasoning led to the use
of two 20 km segrnen ts outside of the axial hors t in the
EPR 90N profiles. The spreading axes in the EPR 210N and
CRR profiles were also omitted. The long profile from ~AR
shovm in Figure 4 was used to calculate the power snectru~.
~~e inner rift val ley was not used but the rift terraces and
rift mountains were included in the profile used. It is
37
questionable whether the resulting spectrum is representative
of mature sea- floor created at ~~R. However, the wavelength
of the medien vel lev is much longer than 20 kn ffid thus the
calculated spectrum may be valid for relief wi th wavelenfths
up to 20 km.
Differences in the ~?ectra of the _Spreadin~ Centers
The power spectra of the deep tow profiles have the
typical "red" spectrum of sea-floor topography (Bell, 1975;
1979). At the short wavelengths, the spectra can be divided
into three groups (Figure 15). The spectra for EPR 2 1 oN,
o 09 N, and 3 S have the most short wavelength power, those for I.i
PAR, GSC-A, and CRR have less, and GSC-A' has the least. The
EPR 2ioN, 90N, and 30S profiles were collected with the new
, .
profiling system and all were digitized at inflection points
rather than at even time intervals. These three pro fi les are
also the shortest, covering sea-floor of young age and with
the least amount of sediment cover. These factors result in
profiles with more sharp corners and thus more short wavelenfth
power. At the long wave lengths, the MAR and C~~ have the
most power. These are also the two spreading centers with
the largest median rifts excluding the modern Gorda Rise.
The GSC-A t profile stands out in having little Dower at all
wavelengths. It is a longer profile than GSC-A and thus
contains a large percentage of older and better sedimented
sea-floor, Tb.is ,nay in Dart be the reason -:.¡hv it has less
power at shorter wavelengths. The two GSC profiles both,
88
Figure l5: Power spectra of deep tow nrofiles.
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however, have the least Dower for wavelengths longer than
about 200 ff. The GSC anpears to be unique in that it creates
less relief at the lanfer wavele~gths than the other mid-oce&i
ridges surveyed by deep tow.
Wavelength of Faul t Blocks.
The nature of the spectral estimates does not allow easy
physical interpretation of the results. In part this is
because the basic unit of sea-floor relief, the fault block,
contains power at a wide range of ~avelengths -- wavelenRths
not equivalent to the width of fault blocks. Furthermore,
fault. blocks often contain smaller uni ts or occur in groups
that make up larger units where each larger unit may be
interpreted to be a fault block. Tne resul t is that it is
very difficult to define individual f~ult blocks. The
ambiguity can be illustrated by Figure 5c. It is not possible
to decide how many fault blocks of what widths are nresent.
. Krause and Menard (l965) tried to òetermine the width and
amplitude of abyssal hills and they were confronted with a
similar dilemma. They decided there are abyssal hills
sunerirnosed on other abyssal hills. The red snectrum of
bathymetric profiles reflects the fact that sea-floor relief
has a full range of wavelengths. It is safe to say that the
soectral estimates do seem to confirm the contention that
~~R has relief \~ith more long wavelength COBDo~ents than
other spr2ading centers. Ho\~ever, no in terpre tation car. be
made on the specific dinensions of fault blocks.
~ -
~ l
1 . 10 Suma ::
Formation of Tectonic Relief
Analysis of detailed bath:,TT'.etric orofiles of mid-ocean
ridges of various spreading rates found their morphology to
be qui te s imi lar in many wavs. Spreading axes are always
coincident wi th zones of low tectonic relief. The relief
increases in magnitude away from the spreading axes by the
addition of fault scarps and the tilting or warping of the
sea-floor. At some distance from the soreacing axes, the
relief reaches so~e ambient density where tectonic acti vi ty
is interpreted to become negligable and the relief is frozen i.
into the lithosphere.
Hidth of the Plate Boundary Zone
The width of the zone over which tectonism is active
at divergent plate boundaries, the plate boundary zone, was
estimated by looking for the distance from the spreading axes
where mature sea-floor relief is first achieved. At faster
spreading centers, the variation in the size of fault scar~s
versus distance from the spreading axes was used to gauge
the maturity of the sea-floor relief. At deeply rifted
mid-ocean ridges, mature relief is achieved at the point
where the rift valley relief is eliminated. The nlate
boundary widths turn out to be cui te similar for intermediate
rate and fast spreading centers. The ~late boundary width
is noticsbly ~.:ider for the slm-¡ spree.dinR. ~'LA_P.. If the plate
bOilièary widths are interpreted in terms of the age of the
92
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sea- floor to which tectonism is active, then the ap,e is much
greater at the slow spreadin~ ~~R. No clear trend is evident
for the intermediate rate and fast s~reading centers.R ~., .everse .t aul. tinR
If reverse faultin? occurs, tectonic activity may be
occuring at distances from the spreading axes greater than
the estimated plate boundary zones. Reverse faulting can
reduce the throws on Dre-existin~ normal faul ts, which would
go undetected in the analyses of fault scarp throws. Because
reverse faults can be easily eroded to resemble normal faults,
their existence cannot be proved or disuroved by the
examination of bathymetric data. However, no available"
evidence i~dica tes the occurrence of reverse faults near
spreading axes and the dominance c£ tensional tectonic
features at snreading centers suggests reverse faulting
rarely occurs there.
Maintenance of Hedian Rift Relief
The median rift valley relief at deeply ri fted nid-ocean
ridges can be eliminated by the addition of outward facing
faults, tilting or warping of the sea-floor, or reverse
,.,
"'
Ho.
tj)
r
faul ting. Analysis of l1AR profiles suggests outward tilting
or warping of the sea-floor is the dominant mechanism though
the addition of outward facing faul ts is also importan t.
Roughnes s of Sea-Floor Rel ief
The roughness of sea-flocr relief was defined to be the
cumulative vertical relief TIer unit of horizontal distance.
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Estimates of the sea-floor roughness using deeD tow profiles
projected onto the spreading direction and sampled at even
50 m intervals showed little correlatIon with spreadin~ rate.
These results are contrary to the often noted inverse
relationship seen in surface shi~ profiles. The apparent
contradiction may be due to the inability'of tynical surface
ship profiling systems to resolve much of the small amplitude/
short wavelength relief created at fast s~reading centers.
Calculation of the relief that would be seen by a surface
shin wide beam sonar system using deen tow data suggests this
is true. Spectral estimates using dee~ tow profiles also
suggest there is more long wavelength relief in sea-floor
created along the slow spreading MAR compared to that created
along faster spreading centers. However, the spectral
analyses cannot be interoreted to determine if there are
differences in the size of fault blocks for sea-floor created
at different spreading rate.
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Chapter II: Morphology of Ridge Crests and the Sea-Floor
as Seen by Surface Ship Profiling Systems
2.1 Introduction
The relationships that slow spreading centers have rifted
ridge crests and create rough sea-floor relief while fast
spreading centers have non-rifted ridge crests and create
smooth relief have been widely noted. However, the validity
of these generalizations have not been tested by any systematic
study of ridge crest morphology and sea-floor relief. These
generalizations suggest the roughness of sea-floor relief,
the dimension of median rifts at slow spreading centers,
and the åimension of central highs at fast spreading centers
all vary consistently with spreading rate. Dynamic models
of riåge crest and sea-floor relief formation have emphasized
these spreading rate dependent relationships (Lachenbruch,
1973; 1976; Sleep and Rosendahl, 1979). Therefore, it is
important to establish to what extent these relationships
between ridge crest, sea-floor relief, and spreading rate are
true.
Deep tow profiles of mid-ocean ridges are too few to
answer the problems stated above. Instead, bathymetric
profiles of mid-ocean ridges collected with surface ship
profiling systems close to the spreading directions and away
from fracture zones have been compiled. The dio2ns ions O~
median rifts can be dE =ined relative to the flanking rift
95
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mountains (Tapponnier and Ftancheteau, 1978) or to the
regional isostatic level (Lachenbruch, 1973). Straight lines
were fitted to deptt versus square root of age plots of
projected surface ship profiles to see if the regional
isostatic level can be approximated by the subsidence of the
sea-floor attributable to the conductive cooling of the
lithosphere. The roughness of the sea-floor relief was
measured in terms of meters of vertical relief per km of
horizontal distance along proj ected profiles, similar to
the way roughness was measured in the deep tow profiles
2.2 Data Base
Data Base
Surface ship bztLymetric profiles from the Atlantic,
Pacific, and Indian Oceans were compiled for this study.
Bathymetric data in digital form were acquired from the Woods
.Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) , the Scripps Institution
of Oceanography (SIO) , and the National Geophysical and
Solar-Terrestrial Data Center (NGSDC). The data acquired
P.
:i'~
'='¡
?l(h=
~i: !:
,~_ r
through NGSDC originated from the Lamont-Doherty Geological
Observatory (LDGO), Oregon State University (OSU) , and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NO~A). This
digital data was used for the fitting of depth versus
square root of age curves and the calculation of sea-floor
rougnDess. Profiles published in journals and reports with
vertical exaggeration of LOOX supplement the digitally
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acquired data (Heirtzler et al, 1969; McKenzie and Sclater,
1971; Johnson and Vogt, 1973; Talwa~i et al, 1974; Johnson
eta 1, 1976; Hayes eta l, 1 969; 1972; 1975; 1976; 1977; 1978).
Appendix I shows the locations and Figure 16 the profiles
compiled. The profiles in Figure 16 are arranged from north
to south in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans, and
east to west in the Southeast Indian Ocean. Profiles
acquired in digital form are labelled according to NGSDC and
SIO conventions. Profiles traced from publications follow
the manner in which they were labelled in the publications.
Digitization of Bathymetric Data
Whether traced from publications or aquired in digîtal
form, the bathymetric data all have been digitized from analog
echo sounding records. Thus, the digitization process used
determines how accurately the data represent the actual
sea-floor relief. The digital data as acquired from the
various sources have even and uneven digitization intervals
ranging from 2 to 15 minutes. Most of the data from SIO have
even three or five minute intervals. Even five minute
intervals are typical for OSU data while six minute intervals
are common for LDGO data. Much of the NOAA data have uneven
digitization interval averaging about one per 10 minutes. To
minimize the effect of the wide range of digitization
intervals, the digital data have been projected onto the local
spreading directions and then sampled a~ even two nautical
mile (3.66 km) intervals. All depths and dis tances shown in
97
Figure l6a: Bathymetric ~rofiles from the Pacific and
Southwest Indian Oceans. All profiles
except those indicated by "*". have been
projected along small circles defined by the
relevant p late rotation poles. Oconostotow,
EPR 30S, and the PAR profiles are deep tow
I: .
.,~'".¡.: 1 es
t ...iJ_.J.. a Spreading ra. tes froIT ¡fins ter an d
Jordan (1978) are tr~ncated to the nearest
10 mm/yr half~rate. Profiles arranged from
north to south. Vertical exaggeration is
lOOX for all profiles in Figure 16. Horizontal
lines under the profiles show the sections
used to calculate the roughness of sea-floor
relief and fi tting of the depth versus square
root of age curves. Locations of the profiles
are shown in Appendix I.
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Figure l6b: Projected profiles from the Atlantic Ocean
arræigec! from north to south. Brackets shmol
the sections used to calculate the roughness
of sea-floor relief and the fitting of depth
versus square root of age curves.
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Figure l6c: Non-projected profiles of the ~~R. The
FAMOUS profile is a òeep tow nrofile. Same
scale as Figures 16a, l6b, and 16 d.
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Digitally acquireà bêthymecric data ~ere projected onto
the local spreading directions defined by small circles
associated with the relevant plate rotêtiòn poles as given by
Minster et al (1973) in the manner described by Trehu (1975).
The projection of the profiles minimizes the possible e£fects
of anisotrophy in the sea-floor relief for the estinates of
sea-floor roughness. The proj ection method requires a
knowledge of the configuration of the plate boundaries. The
plate boundaries in the Atlantic were determined from detailed , .L .
Navy bathymetric data (J .D. Philips, personal communication).
Ba thYfetric charts bv Ham:erickx et al (197.:) arid Ho lnar et 8.1
(1975) were used for the Pacific and maps by ~~Kenzie and
Sclater (1971) for the Indian Ocean.
2.3 Definition of Median Rift and Central High Dimensions
The dimensions of median rifts and central highs can De
measured in a number of ways (Figure 17). For rifted mid-ocean
ridges, the most convenient rift dimension to measure is the
rift depth defined as the difference in depth between the
highest point in the rift mountains and the deepest point in
the median rifts. The rift depths defined in this way can be
LleaSlìTtd l.r: C'ë.ti-~:lTi::et:c:~c ..~)rofiies t~':è.t n.A."~12 :¡.:JI: t)e¿~ ?~oj ec.teè
onto the local spreading directions so that a ~ide variety of
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Figure l7: L~e ways median rift and central high dimensions
can be defined. Rift volumes defined relative
to the rift mountain peaks are proportional to
the buoyancy forces that cause the elimination
of rift relief aL the rift margins in t~e
model by Tapponnier and Francneteau (l9 78) .
Rift and central high di:nensions relative to
the tnermal curves, i. e. the depth versus
square root of age curve, should ideally
reflect the regional isostatic level.
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data sources can be used. Each ridge crest profile gives two
rift depth values; one for each flank of the median rift. The
rift volume per unit length of ridge crest can be defined as
the cross-sectional area of the rift below the tops of the
adj acent rift mountain peaks. The rift volumes need to be
measured from projected profiles of ridge crests. Each ridge
crest profile also gives two half-rift volumes.
Lachenbruch (1973) has defined rift dimensions relative
~o the regional isostatic level. The rift depth would be the
depth difference between the depth of the median rift and the
regional isostatic level. The rift volume per unit length of
ridge crest would be the area under the isostatic level from
the spreeding axis out to where the sea-floor first exceeds
this level. For spreading centers with central highs, the
height of the central high would be the elevation of the
spreading axis above the regional isostatic level and the
volume per unit length of ridge crest of the central high the
area above the isostatic level from the spreading axis out to
where the sea-floor first subsides below the isostatic level.
2.4 Dimensions of Median Rifts Defined Relative to the
Adj acent Rift Mountain Peaks
The riÏt depths defined relative to the adj acent rift
mountain peaks were measured for profiles from the l1AR, the
PAR/Southeast In¿ian Ridge, and the Central Indian/Southeast
Indian Ridges based on data from McKenzie aLd Sclater (19il),
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Hayes et al (1969; 1972; 1975; 1976; 1977; 1978), Heirtzler
et al (1969). van Andel et al (1971), van Andel and Bewin
(1968), Rena et al (1976), Sclater et al (1976), and the
profiles compiled for this study in digital form. Figure 18
shows the rift depths and Table II gives the means and
standard deviations of the rift depths for data from the
Atlantic, eastern and western Indian Oceans separately, and
for data from the different oceans together. Best fit
relationships between rift depths and spreading rates were
calculated by least squares. The coe£ficient of correlation
provides a measure of how well the rift dimensions are I.
linearly related to spreading rate.
Figure 18 and Table II show that the relationship
simple. Though when che data from the different oceans are
between the depth of median rifts and spreading rate is not
considered together a correlation between rift depth and
spreading rate is evident, the correlation is sometimes not
very clear for data from individual oceans. The data from the
MA actually show a slight positive correlation between
spreading rate and rift depth though the coefficient of
correlation is very low. The values froID the Southeast Indian
Ridge south of Australia and PAR also shm'7 little relationship
between rift depths and spreading rate. There is a good
inverse correlation oetween median rif: depths with spreading
rate along tte C2~:ral I:idian/Southea.s t TT'~";;;r:____u.i_......i ~. dl'\ges. I"t is
possible that the rift dëpths ca~ be correlated with s?reacing
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Figure 18: The depth of median rifts defined as the dePth
between the rift axes and the adjacent rift
mountain peaks. Vertical bars span the difference
for the values obtained from opposite flanks of
each rift. Dotted lines show the locations
of triple junctions. Small nu~bers are spreading
rates in mm/yr half-rate determined from
rotation poles and rates given by Minster and
Jord~~ (1978). Closed stars are for ridge crests
with well defined central highs and open stars
for ridge crests with poorly defined central
t
i~
f,
highs. The "discordai'"ce" zone is an area of
disturbed seà-floor topogranhy defined by
Weissel and Hayes (1974).
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.
rate in the western Indian Ocean because a greater range
of spreading rates is covered there. Also, the data show the
rift depth at a particular spreading rate along one rift
system is not necessarily comparable to those alo~g other rift
systems. For example, the Central Indian Ridge and the
Southeast Indian Ridge in the vicinity of the Indian Ocean
Triple Junction are spreading at between 25 and 30 mm/yr.
However, the median rifts there are significantly deeper than
those along the eastern end of the Southeast Indian Ridge and
portions of the PAR spreading at . similar rates.
The volume of half-rifts per unit length of ridge crest
measured relative to the adj acent rift mountain peaks
tabulated from projected profiles of the ~~ is shown in
Figure 19. Table II lists the statistics of the data. . The
results show there is a trend of snaller rift voli~es toward
the fast spreading South Atlantic. However, the scatter in
the values is quite large and is reflected in the rather low
coefficient of correlation.
2.5 Dimensions of Median Rifts and Central Highs Relative
to the Best Fitting Depth Versus Square Root of Age Curve
Establishment of the Regional .Isostatic Level
Sclater and Francheteau (1970) showed that the general
deepening of the sea-floor away from spreading axes can be
exr:la:.ne¿.DY- the conductive coo1:i.,r:g of the 1:.tl:03pne-re. As
the lithosphere cools, the sea-fioo~ should deepen as a
132
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function of the square root of age (Davis and Lister, 1974).
If the oceanic lithosphere is free of other relief modifying
processes, then the depth versus square root of age curve
would describe the isostatic level of the sea-floor. Though
it is know~ that other processes affect sea-floor relief,
including hydrothermal cooling of the lithosphere ~ formation
of fine-scale tectonic relief, and large scale depth
anomalies (Sclater and Klitgord, 1973; Crane and Normark,
1977; Cochran and Talwani, 1978; Menard and Dorman, 1977),
only the conductive component of sea-floor relief is easily
estimable. Therefore, the depth versus square root of age
relationship was used as a first order approximation of
the isostatic level at ridge crests.
Fitting Depth Versus ~quare Root of Age Curves
Straight lines were fitted to plots of depth versus the
square root of age of the sea-floor using data acquired in
digital form. The depth points were sampled at even 3.66 km
intervals from the proj ected profiles. In the Pacific, the
age of the sampled points was calculated using the spreading
rates given by Minster and Jordan (1978) back to anomaly 3
time or about 5 mybp. The analyses were truncated at this age
due to major changes in the spreading patterns at that time
(Sclater et al, 1971; Molnar et al, 1975; Handschumacher,
1976). Depth points closer than 37 km from the spreading axes
~ere not useô in the a~alyses because ridge crest relief may
be significantly affected by processes other than the
135
conductive cooling of the lithosphere. In the North Atlantic,
the spreading rates given by Laughton et al (1975) and Pitman
and Ta1wani (1972) were used. The analyses were limited to
data for sea-floor up to 880 k: from the spreading axes and
data closer than 146 km from the spreading axes were not used.
The present spreading rates given by Minster and Jordan (1978)
were assumed out to 880 km from the spreading axes for the
South Atlantic. Portions of profiles that contain obvious
fracture zones were also not used. Figure 16 shows the
portions of the profiles that were used. The parameters of
the best fitting depth versus square ro~t of age curves are
shown in Figure 20.
Patterns in the Fittei Depth Versu.s ~q~~re Root of Age Curves
The ~ean for the slopes of the best fitting depth versus
square root of age curves is 319 m/ sqrt (my) for the Y~~R and
301 mlsqrt (my) for the EPR. The standard deviations are
72 m/ sqrt (my) and 96 m/ sqrt (my) for the MA. and EPR
respectively. The means for the intercept depths are 2179 m
and 2754 m for the Atlantic and Pacific. These values can be
compared to the averages of 342 + 65 m/ sqrt (my) for the
Atlantic and 354 ~ 30 mí sqrt (my) for the Pacific found by
Parsons and Sclater (1977). They found the mean intercept
depth to be 2500 m for both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
The large standard devi2tions in the para~eters of the
depth versus square race or age curves rEfiec~ the sj.gnificantL
scatter .in the results. Figure 20 also shows there can be
136
Figure 20: The in terceDt depths and s lopes of the best
fitting depth versus square root of age curves
for profiles from the Atlantic and Pacific.
Longer vertical bars span the values from
opposite flanks of ridge crests for profiles
that cross spreading axes. Short vertical bars
and +' s shew values where data from only one
flank are available. T's and +' s are for
values from the eastern flanks. Horizontal
lines show whole ocean averages from Parsons
and Sclater (1977). Portions of the profiles.
used to calculate the depth versus square root
of age curves are shown in Figure l6.
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significant variability even over small areas such as between
200 and 300N along the MAR. Such scatter raises the question
of whether these fitted curves can successfully approximate
the regional isostatic level.
Dimensions of Median Rifts and Central Highs Defined Relative
to the Best Fitting Depth Versus ~quare Ròot of Age Curves
Results from the tabulation of median rift depths and
volumes along the MA and the central high heights and volumes
along the EPR relative to the best fitting depth versus square
root of age curves are shown in Figure 21 and Table III. The
low correlation coefficients show that within the resolution I.
of the data set, there is little relationship between ridge
crest dimensions and spreading rate \\hen the HAR and EPR profiles
are considered separately. The volume of central highs along
the EPR is actually weakly inversely correlated with spreaûing
rate. This is contrary to the expected relationship between
the volume of central highs and spreading rate (Lachenbruch,
1973). When the dimensions of median rifts and central highs
along the MA and EPR are considered together. there are
better correlations between ridge crest dimensions and
spreading rate.
2.6 Source of Variability in Ridge Crest Dimensions
Fitting of Depth Versus ~quare Root of Age Curves Between 20°
oand 30 N Along -the :'iAR
Whether median rift dimensions are measured relative to
140
Figure 2l: Rift and central high dimensions relative to
the best fitting depth versus square root of
age curves based on the projected surface ship
profiles shown in Figure l6. For profiles
where the best fitting subsidence curve lies
above the rift mountain neaks or the central
highs, no ri ft or cen tral high volume is
defined. Vertical bars span values obtained
from opposite flanks of ridge crests.
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the adjacent rift mountain peaks or the best fitting depth
versus square root of age curves, no clear relationship with
spreading rate could be established. The same is true of
central high dimensions relative to the depth versus square
root of age curves. When the depth versus square root of age
curves are used as the reference level from which rift and
central high dimensions are measured, the resulting values are
quite sensitive to the parameters of the subsidence curves.
There is the possibility that no clear relationship between
ridge crest dimensions and spreading rate could be found
because the measured depth versus square root of age curves
do not adequately represent the regional isostatic level.
For example, the calculated depth versus square root of age
rates may be significantly influenced by the numerous small
and unidentified fracture zones in the Atlantic. Though the
method used to proj ect the profiles before the depth versus
square root of age curves were fitted takes into account age
discontinuities across identified modern fracture zones, the
projection method does not compensate for changes in spreading
directions and the formation and elimination of fracture zones.
Detailed bathymetric contour maps of the North Atlantic
from the Navy (NAVOCEANO, 1977) show clearly the locations of
ofracture zones between the equator and about 30 N. The
contour maps can be used to construct bathymetric profiles
clearly away from fracture zones. A number of profiles
between .latitudes 200 and 290N, where compiled surface ship
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profiles are also plentiful, have been digitized along flow
lines between fracture zones from the Nav7 maps (Figure 22).
The bathymetric contours are at even one km and one km plus
600 m depth intervals. The Na~7 data were processed in the
same manner as the surface ship profile data to obtain best
fit depth versus square root of age rates. However, the Navy
profiles were not proj ected onto small circles. Figure 23
compares the results from the Navy data with that from the
compiled surface ship profile data.
The Navy data show a regional trend of increasing
subsidence rates and decreasing intercept depths going from
south to north toward the Azores. The mean, standard
deviation: and results from fitting straight lines to the
parameters of the depth versus square root of age curves as a
function of latitude are listed in Table iV. These results
show that though the greater Navy data coverage allows the
resolution of regional trends, the surface ship data set
assembled for this study is too sparse to see such trends.
However, it is important to note that the results fyom the
surface ship data are consistent with that of the Navy data.
The consistency between the results from the Nav7 and surface
ship profile data suggests the large variability in the
parameters of the best fitting depth versus square root of age
curves shown in Figure 20 is not due to random errors. Rather,
the variability is prcbab:y d~e to regional variations in the
subs idence rate of the sea-f loor which cannot be resolved by
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Figure 22: Location of profiles digitized from Navy
bathymetric contour maps. of the North Atlantic.
Long dashed lines show the location of profiles
used to calculate depth versus square root of
age curves. Dotted lines show the location
of ridge crest profiles shown in Figure 25.
Selected depth contours from the Navy maps.
Solid circles show the location of the ridge
axis.
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.Figure 23: Intercept depths and the slopes of the best
fi tting depth versus square root of age curves
for projected surface ship profiles and profiles
digitized from Navy bathymetric maps between 200
and 290N in the Atlantic. Circles show the
values from the Navy data, squares for results
fron the projected surface s~ip profiles. Closed
circles and squares are for data from the eastern
flank of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
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able IV: Slope and y-Intercept of Best Fitting Depth Versus Square Root of Age
R
elationship Between 200 and 300N Along the MAR
M
ean
Standard
D
eviation
L
e
a
s
t
 Square Fit
y
-
I
n
t
e
r
c
e
p
t
 Slope
.
 Coefficient
of
Correlation
Slope
m
78 m
m
l8 m/ sqrt (my~
N
avy D
a ta
378 sqrt (my)
s
q
r
t
 
-l
.
-63 sqrt (my)
deg . la t .
0.58
Slope
S
urface Ship
350
40
230
5
0.13
y- Intercept
133 m
N
avy D
ata
2258 m
580 m
5560 m
-
 deg.lat.
-0.58
y-Intercept
S
urface Ship 2479
252
3856
-53
-0.24
the spar3e number of surface ship profiles assembled for this
study.
o 0
Detailed Survey~ of the ~~R Between 20 and 30 N
To provide some idea of how much the variability in the
rift dimensions is independent of spreading rate, a search
was made for detailed surveys of the MA between 200 and 300N
which have profiles collected away from obvious transform
faults. As the spreading rate cannot vary greatly over small
regions, the variability in rift dimensions over small areas
must be attributable to factors other than the spreading rate.
Surveys close to transform faults were ignored because median if
rifts have been observed to deepen near transform faults and
thus can contribute to variability to rift dimensions
(Macdonald and Luyendyk, 1977; Macdonald et al, 1979b;
Lonsdale and Shor, 1979). Figure 24 shows the locations of
profiles from surveys reported by van Andel and Bowin (1968)
and Rona et al (1976). The locations of the profiles are
superimposed on detailed Navy bathymetric contour maps.
There are some apparent fracture zone trends in the contour
maps that come up to about ioa km from the spreading axis near
230N and 50 km from the spreading axis near 26 oN. However,
the depth contours for the rift mountains next to the median
rifts are quite continuous along extrapolations of those
trends. If there are transform faults along extensions of
those trends, the t~¿~sfo~ offset should be quite s~¿ii.
Ridge crest profiles away from transform faults have also been
152
Figure 24: Locations of bathymetric- profiles from van Andel
and Bowin (l968) and Rona et al (l976) superimposed
on Navy bathymetric contour maps of the North
Atlantic. The profiles are shown in Figure 26.
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digitized from the Navy bathymetric contour maps and they
are shown in Figure 25.
Best fit depth versus square root of age curves based on
the Navy contour maps are superimposed on the bathymetric
profiles in Figures 25 and 26. Figure 26 shows the curves to
be well above the observed relief on the east flank of the
ridge crest at 260N but well below the relief on the west
flank. Large mis-match between the bathymetry and the fitted
subsidence curves are also evident in the profiles digitized
from the Navy maps (Figure 25). The sometime extreme
mis-match between the fitted subsidence curves and the
observed ridge crest relief suggests the depth versus square
root of age trends determined from the ridge flank bathymet~y
do not successfully approximate the regional isostatic level
at che ridge crests. But more important, the rift volumes
within the 230 and 260N survey areas ~iffer by almost a
factor of three at each spreading center regardless of which
reference level is used to define the rift dimensions.
It is possible that some of this variability in rift
volumes is due to the proximity. of transform faults. Navy
contour maps consistently show a deepening of median rifts
toward transform faults. However, it is not clear how far
the effects of the transform fault intersections are felt by
the rift relief maintenance processes. The large variabil ity
in median rift dinensions even within detailed survey areas
suggests there are factors that affect median rift dimensions
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Figure 25: Ridge crest profiles digitized from Navy bathymetric
naps of the North Atlantic. Dotted lines show
extrapolations of the best fitting depth versus
square root of age curves also determined fron the
Navy bathymetric maps. Locations of the ridge
crest profiles and the profiles used to calculate
the square root of age curves are shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 26: Ridge crest profiles of the Mid-Atlantic Ridgeo o.
near 23 Nand 26 N from van Andel and Bowin (1968)
and Rona et al (1976) respectively. Curved dotted
lines show the best fitting depth versus square root
of age curves derivcd from Navy bathymetric maps.
Horizontal dotted lines show upper estimates of
rift volumes relative to the rift mountain peaks.
Locations of the profiles shown in Figure 24.
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other than spreading rate. The width of median valleys in the
FAMOUS area vary by a factor of two to four (Macdonald and
Luyendyk, 1977) and the variation has. been postulated to
represent different stages in the evolution of median rifts.
Median rifts may widen with sea-floor spreading and then
narrow through faulting episodically (Tapponnier and
Francheteau, 1978). The possible episodic nature of rift
evolution may contribute to the observed variability in rift
dimensions.
2. 7 Roughness of Sea-Floor Relief
Definition of the Roughness of Sea-Floor Relief
The roughness of sea-floor relief can be defined as the
vertical relief between evenly sampled depth points along
projected bath~r,eLric profiles divided by the sampling
interval. This is the same definition. of roughness used in
Chapter I for deep tow profiles. Surface ship profiles
compiled for this study were sampled at even 3.66 km
(2 nautical mile) intervals and the absolute value of the
difference in depth between successive points summed.
Figure 16 shows the portions of the profiles used to estimate
the sea-floor roughness. As in the calculation of the depth
versus square root of age curves, data from closer than
37 km from the spreading axes in the Pacific and 146 km in
the Atlantic vJere not used. Also, sec.-floor older than about
I.
5 my in. the Pacific and further than 880 ki from the spreading
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axes in the Atlantic was not considered. The mean and
standard deviation of the roughness of the individual profiles
are shcn.¡n in Figure 27. Table V lists the L:ean, standard
åeviation, and parameters of the best fit linear relationship
between roughness of the profiles and spreading rate for
profiles from the Atlantic, the Pacific, and the two oceans
together.
Roughness of Sea-Floor Relief Versus ~preading Rate
Figure 27 and Table V show there is a detectable
correspondance between sea-floor roughness and spreading rate
in the Atlantic. The roughness of sea-floor relief decreases
with increasing spreading rate. Though the spreading rate
ranges from II mm/yr to 20 mm/yr for the compiled profiles
from the Atlantic today, wuch of the data used to calculate
the roughness of relief is from sea-floor created at spreading
rates different from today' s. For example, using the Laughton
et al (l975) spreading history of the Atlantic north of the
Azores, about 69% of the profile length from that part of the
Atlantic used in the roughness calculations was created at
iO mm/yr and about 3l% at 25 mm/yr. This would give a
weighted average spreading rate of l5 IT~/yr, if such an
average is meaningful. In spite of these changes, the inverse
correlation of roughness with spreading rate is probably reean-
ingful, since the South Atlantic &lso shows rate changes such
that it has spread consistently raster than the Korth
Atlantic in the past (Pi tsan and Talwani, 1972).
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Figure 27: Roughness of sea-floor relief estimated in
terms of the amount of vertical relief per
unit of horizontal distance. The crosses
show the mean of the vertical relief for
each profile. The vertical bars snan one
standard deviation on either sides of the
me ans .
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In the Pacific, there is no clear trenå in the roughness
of sea-floor relief with spreading rate. The least square
linear fit between roughness and spreading rate shows the
roughness to be actually weakly correlateå with spreading
rate. The presence of numerous seamounts in the South Pacific
may be the reason for the observed increase in sea-floor
roughness there. The seamounts may actually obscure a trend
toward lower sea-floor roughness with increasing rate for
relief not due to seamounts. However, the roughness estimates
for profiles from the South Pacific without seamounts
,e.g. profiles 72110806, POL7302c' POL7302d, 72110803) show
the roughness to be no less for sea-floor created at the
faster spreading southern EPR than the slower spreading
northern EPR. When the MAR and EPR roughness estimates are
considered together, an inverse relationship between roughness
of sea-floor relief and spreading rate becomes clear.
2.8 Sumary
Surface ship bathymetric ~rofiles of mid-ocean ridges
have been com?iled to look for relationshiDs beDveen the
ro~ghness of sea-floor relief, the dimensions of median rifts
and central highs as a function of sDreadin~ rate. The
roughness of sea-floor relief is definatelv less for sea-floor
created along the fast spreadin~ EPR when compared to that
created along the slow s~reading ~~R. An inverse
relationshin between roughness and sDreadinR rate can aLSO ~e
l68
seen in the YAR data alone, where the spreading rate ran?,es
from II to 20 mm/yr. However, no clear relationshin between
roughness and spreading rate can be seen in the Pacific
where data for sea-floor created at between 50 and 85 mm/yr
have been compi le d.
There is only a very rough relationshin between the
dimensions of median rifts and cen tral highs and spreading
rate. Again, it is obvious that the slow spreading MAR tends
to have median rifts and the fast spreading EPR has central
highs. However, no clear correlation be tween ridge cres t
relief and spreading rate can be seen along the ~ÅR and EPR
individually. The dePth and volume of median rifts were
defined relative to both the adjacent rift mountain peaks and
the best fitting depth versus square root of af,e curves. The
best fitting depth versus sauare root of age curves were lisea
to apnroximate the regional isostatic level. The height and
volume of central highs were measured relative to the best
. fi tting de~th versus square root of age curves.
There is significant variability in the parameters of
the depth versus square root of age curves fi tted to the
ridge crest profiles. To look for the source of the
variability, best fit deDth versus square root of age curves
based on detailed bathymetric contour maps were comDareà with
those derived from the compiled surface shin profiles between
"00 d 3Iìo~-. ., ~ 1 .L an U 1" in "Cne ._t an tic . The results sugp,est a
significant portion of the variabili ty in the narameters of
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the fi tted depth versus square root of age curves is due to
regional variations in the subsidence rate of the sea-floor
not resolved by the sparse n~ber of surface shin nrofiles
compiled. EO"Ilever, the results fro::: the surface ship ?rofiles
are consistent ~rith those from the detailed bathyp.etric
con tour maps.
Examination of ridg.e crest profiles from DvO detailed
surveys of the Y~R found the rift volumes to vary by a factor
of two to three, regardless of the way the rift dimensions
are defined. This large variabili ty in rift volumes over even
small areas shows that spreading rate is not the only factor
that influences ridge crest relief. Some of the variability
may be related to the proximity of transform faults. However,
spreading centers with highly as~etrical rid~e crest relief
suggest there are important fêctors other th&i s~reading rate
and the proximity of transform faults. It is likely that
while ridge crest relief is influenced by spreading rate, as
evidenced by the contrast in ridge crest relief between the
~AR and EPR, there are other processes which influence ridse
crest relief and may be the source of the variabilitv in
ridge crest relief independent of spreading rate.
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Chapter III: The Formation cf Fine-Scale Sea-Floor Relief
at Mid-Ocean Rid~es
3. 1 Introductior.
In Chapter I, analysis of deeD tow data from spreadin~
centers showed there are axial zones of low tectonic relief
bordered by zones of increasing relief. The extent of
tectonic activity was estimated by looking for the Dlace
where the relief matures to the scale of sea-floor relief
well away from spreading centers. The extent of tectonism
was measured in terms of the nlate boundary width and the
plate boundary width was appreciably wider only for the. slow
spreading ~ÂR. Hhen the extent of tectonic activity is
expressed as the age of the sea-floor to which tectonism
occurs, the age is considerab ly greater for thê slow spreading
YAR. Measurement of the roughness of sea-floor relief usin~
deep tow data showed the relief created at fast snreadinf
centers to be not significantly less than that created at
slow spreading centers, contrary to the results from usin~
surface ship data. The apparent contradiction was sugfested
to be due to the formation of more short wavelen~th/ s~ßll
ampli tude relief at fas ter spreading centers.
Tapponnier and Francheteau (l978) su?gesteè that the
size of median rifts is limited by the stren?th of the
lithosphe~e . i.Jhen the buoyancy forces due to the relief 0:. .i
median rifts become sufficiently large to deform the
l7l
,:- .
,
lithosphere, tectonic activity will occur to reduce the rift
relief until the buoyancy forces become supportable by
lithospheric strength. This idea of buoyancy forces limitin~
the size of sea-floor relief can be extended to faster
spreading centers. Sea-floor relief, whether median rift
relief or abyssal hill relief on the flanks of s~readin?
centers, imposes buoyancy forces on the lithosnhere. If this
is so, then the nature of the roughness of sea-floor relief
could be exnlainable by the strength of the lithosDhere at the_. --
si te where the relief is added to the sea-floor. Large scale
sea-floor relief can be formed and sunported in older and thus
stronger lithosphere ý7ithin the zone of tectonic activity at
slow s~reading centers such as the ~ÅR. At faster spreading
centers, tectonic activity is confined to younger and thus
weaker Ii thosphere. Large scale sea-floor relief carnot be
formed and preserved due to the weakness of the lithosphere
there.
In this chapter, the lithosnhericstrenfth near sTlreading
centers will be estimated following Tanponnier and
Francheteau (1978) and Goetze and Evans (l979) based on
laboratory measurements of rock strengths and models of the
thermal field near ridge axes by Sleep (1975). The
bathymetric profiles of ridge crests comniled in Chapter I
will be used to constrain the buoyancy force attributable
to sea-floo:! relief. T:-;E' buoya!lcy forces ~dii be cOT1ared
to the calculated li thosnheric strengths to see if they can
l72
account for the scale of sea-floor relief.
It ~ll become clear that there are considerable
uncertainties in both the calculations of li thosuheric
scrength and the estimations of buoyancy forces. However, the
process of attenpting to quanti tati vely match buoyancy
forces to lithospheric strengths and develop a dynamic
framework within which the formation ofrid~e crest and
sea-floor relief can be explained will clarify the concepts
of these processes and direct further work. Finally, though
the scale of observed sea-floor relief at different spreading
centers cannot be quantitatively related to estimates of
lithospheric strength and tectonic forces, qualitatively the
estimates of these forces can explain the variations in the
roughness of sea-floor relief wich spreading rate that were
observed in Chaoters I and II. ~ese relationshi~s su~gest
that the variations in sea-floor relief are due to variations
in lithospheric strength and the extent of tectonic activity
.near spreading centers of different spreading rates.
3.2 The Strength of the Lithosphere Near Spreading Centers
Physical Properties of the Li thosuhere
At low temperatures, the .rocks that make un the
lithosphere fail by brittle fracture and the strength of the
rocks is determined primarily by the confining pressure and
rock type. (e,g. Robertson, 1972). Hhen rocks fail by sli,?
along previously £ract~~ed surfaces, t~e streügth is primarily
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determined only by the confining ~ressure (Byerlee, 1975).
At high temperatures, rocks deform ductilely and they continue
to supnort stresses after initial failure. The ductile
behavior of rocks is described by flow laws where the strain
rate is related to the stresses and temperatures. The
ductile strength of rocks can be defined as the stress
necessary to produce some give strain rate (Tapponnier and
Francheteau, 1978; Goetze and Evans, 1979).
Calculation of Lithosnheric Strengths
As it' is likely that the upper oceanic crust is highly
fractured, the strength of the lithosphere can be calculated
by assuming the frictional strength of rocks is important \ .
for the brittle part of the li thos~here. The flow law is
important for the ductile Dart of the Ii thosnhere and the
thermal model by Sleep (l975) can be used to estimate the
temperature field for the lithosphere near snreading axes.
Because the ductile strength of rocks is also sensi ti ve to
rock type, the li tho sphere can be divided into an UDDer
layer of basaltic composition 5 km thick and a lower laver of
;.
J'I
~
,~.
t
Ii
;
peridoti tic compos ition. At mid-ocean rid~es, the strain rate
at which the lithosphere deforms can be very roughly
estimated by dividing the spreadin~ rate by the distance
over which tectonic deformation of the lithosphere is expecteè.
For the MAR where the total snreading rate is about 20 mm/yr
and the straining of the li tho sphere occurs over a 2n-3~ kn
wide zone (Cha~ter I), the gros s strain rate c~~ be
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considered to be 3.2 x iO-14/sec.
Tapponnier and Francheteau (1978) assumed the bri ttle
part of the lithosphere to be composed of ?artial ly fractured
rocks. In their model, the b~i ttle strength increases at
1.5 times the effective confining nressure, lithostatic minus
the hydrostatic, wi th depth. The effective confining
pres sure is as sume d to inc re ase at 200 bars /km. Fo llowi n¡:
Tapponnier and Francheteau (l978), the bri ttle strength for
the 5 km thick UDDer basal tic layer is give by:
ÇJ = 500 bars + l.5 (z x 200 bars/km).
For the underlying peridotite layer, the brittle strength is
given by:
'0 = 2 kbars + 1. 5 (z x 200 bars/kl!) .
In the above equations,
C! is the differential stres s, or strength, and
z is the depth below the sea-floor.
The ductile strength of rocks for differential stres ses
less than 2-3 kbars can be described by eauations of the form,
¿ = A ~~- 3 exp (-Q/RT)
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where
,..r-
-" is the strain rate in l/ se c.
\. ~, is the differential stres s, or strength in kbars,
A is a constant particular to the rock type in
l/kbars3 -sec. ,
Q is the activation energy, narticular to the rock type
in kcal/mole,
R is the gas constant,
T . th t t i' n oK.is e empera ure
There is little data available for the ductile behavior. of
basalt. Stress-strain curves from Tapnonnier and Francheteau
(l978) give the exoression,
¿ = 9.0 x l07/kbars3-sec xc:3 exo (-85 kca1/mole/RT)
This was based on unpublished work by Goetze on Maryland
diabase. For lithosphere be low 5 km from the sea-floor, the
dominan t mineralic phase is 0 li vine. A 1 arge amount of data
exist on the ductile behavior of olivine (Goetze, 1978).
The flow law for dry dunite under stresses below 2-3 kbars
used by Tapponnier and Francheteau (1978) is,
~ = 3.3 x 101l/kbars3-sec x ~3 exp (-125 kca1/~01e/RT)
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based on work by Kohlstedt and Goezte (1974). Compilation
of data by other workers gives similar results (Goetze, 1978).
The relationships between temperature, ryressure, and
strength were used to estimate the stren~th of the lithosphere
near spreading centers. The numerical calculation of the
lithos~heric strengths was done by dividing the crust and
man tle in the vicini ty of spreading centers in to O. 1 km
thick layers down to 20 km below the sea-floor. The
temperature for each layer was calculated using a urogram by
Sleep (l975) at two km intervals goin~ away from the
spreading axes. The total strength of the lithosphere was
calcuiated by summng the strength for each layer down to the
layer where the strength is less than LO bars. Because
little is known about the strength of rocks in the brittle
-ductile transition zone (Logan, 1979), both the brittle and
ductile strength for the lithosphere at O. 1 km de~th
increments were calculated and the lesser of the two used.
"Figure 28 shows the results with the plate boundary half-
,vidths estimated from the deep tow data in Chapter I.
3.3 Estimates of the Buoyancy Forces
Buoyancy forces attributable to sea-floor relief can be
estimated by integrating the volume of the sea-floor relief
above or below the isostatic level times the density contrast
beDJeen basalt and water and the gravi tational acceleration.
The shear stresses generated ~~thi~ the lithos~here C&L be
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Figure 28: Lithospheric strengths calculated at 2 km intervals
from the spreading axis. Vertical bars show the
strength of the lithosphere within the zone of
sea-floor relief formation for different spreading
rate spreading centers based on the plate boundary
half-widths estimated from deep tow profiles in
Chapter I.
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calculated by treating the lithosnhere as a simnlv sunDorted
beam (Tannonnier and Francheteau, 1978). The differential
force due to the buoyancy load, Dvice .the shear stress times
the thickness of the lithosphere, can be comnared to the
lithospheric strength. The thickness of the lithos~here is
defined to be the depth below the sea-floor to where the
lithospheric streneth is less than 10 bars.
Ideally, the volume of relief that is used to calculate
the buoyancy force should be measured relative to the
regional isostatic level. Relief which stands above the
isostatic level would impose a dO\VTward force on the
lithosphere while relief which stands below the isostatic
leve 1 would impose an uoward force on the li thosnhere. The
maximum shear stress is generated at the locations where
positive and negative loads are adjacent to each other.
However, it is difficult to establish the isostatic level
in the bathymetric profiles. As the true isostatic level
is not likely to be entirely above or below the sea-floor
relief, an upper limi t on the magnitude of the buoyancy
load can be established by assuming the isostatic level is
entirely above the major relief features and using prominant
nega ti ve re lief features to calculate the buoyancy
forces. Tne assumed isostatic level will be intentionally
chosen to give the maximum likely buoyancy forces.
The more prominant sea-floor re:ief features outside of the
plate boundary zones in deep tow profiles from the ~~~,
l8D
EPR 2ioN, GSC, PAR, and EPR 30S have been identified and the
buoyancy forces attributable to these features calculated.
Figure 29 shows the identified features and the average
buoyancy forces attributable to these features are ShO\VT in
Fie;ure 30.
3.4 Relationships Between the Calculated Lithos~heric
Strengths and Buoyancy Forces
At all of the spreading centers analyzed, the u?per
limit of the buoyancy forces calculated from the observed
mature sea-floor relief is about an order of magnitude less
than the calculated lithos~heric strengths within the plate
boundary zone. The only feature that is nroduced within the
plate boundary zone and generates buoyancy forces that
approach or exceed the lithosnheric strenfths there is the
median rift at MAR. The buoyancy force attributable to the
median rift at MAR is about 4. 1 x LO 13 dynes / cm. However,
the buoyancy force attributable to the mature relief outside
of the median rifts is well below both this value and the
lithospheric strength estimates within the plate boundary
zone.
These observations nresent several ~roblern. First, the
observed buoyancy forces attributable to the observed relief
is much too small compared to the exoected strength of the
lithosphere at the site of relief formation. Second, the
results do suggest that median rifts can be supported by
l8l
Figure 29: The cross-sectional areas used to calculate the
upper limit of the buoyançy forces attributable
to sea-floor relief outside of the plate boundary
zone are shown by the hashered areas. The
magni tude of the buoyancy forces will be compared
to the es tima ted lithospheric strengths to see if
the scale of sea-floor relief formed at spreading
centers is a function of the ability of the
lithosphere to support relief within the zone of
relief formatio~. The vertical exaggeration for
all of the projected deep tow profiles is 4x.
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Figure 30: The buoyancy force attributable to mature
sea-floor relief created at different spreading
rates based on deep tow profiles. The vertical
bars span one standard deviation about the means.
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lithospheric strength as proposed by Tapponnier and
Francheteau (1978). However, if the lithospheric strength is
capable of supporting the very large median rift relief at
the K~R, then there is the q~estion of why the sea-floor
relief outside of the median rift is so small. As the
lithosphere should only increase in stren~th with distance
from the spreading axes, the sea-floor relief further from
the spreading axes should be as great or greater than the
median rift. Two of the more obvious exnlanations for these
problems are: l) there are other forces at work at ridge
crests, and 2) the lithospheric strengths have been over
estimated.
Viscous Head Loss
Sleep (l969) suggested that there are viscous forces
acting within the upwelling asthenosohere under spreading
centers that prevent median rifts from .rising to the
isostatic level. He pointed out that the dynamic viscosity
of fluids flowing through a pipe is inversely proryortional
to the cube of the pipe width. Thus if the dimensions of the
conduit for the upwelling asthenosphere under spreading
centers is related to spreading rate, there would be more
viscous head loss at s lower spreading cen ters in accordance
with the observation that most slow spreading centers have
median rifts. Relaxation of the viscous forces on the rift
flanks causes the uplift of the sea-floor to form the rif~
mountains. Lachenbrucn (19 ì3) suggested that the long term
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strength of the lithosphere is negligable and the media~ rift
relief is defined essen tial ly by the hydrodynamics of the
U?welling asthenosDhere \'Jithin the conduit of ~he uD\'Jelling.
The work by Tapponnier ~~d Franche teau (1978) and
Goetze and Evans (l979) shows that the lithosphere at spreading
centers does have strength. However, this does not preclude
the possibility that viscous forces also contribute to the
formation of ridge crest relief. The buoyancy force due to
median rifts may be main tained by a combination of lithospheric
strength and viscous head loss. On the rift flanks,
relaxation of the viscous head loss may allow the buoyancy
forces to exceed lithospheric strength, resultin~ in the
uplift of the sea-floor to form the rift mountains.
Lachenbruch (l973) further suggested that the low dens ity
asthenospheric ~aterial in the condui t mider spr¿ading centers
also contributes buoyancy forces to the system. Therefore,
the viscous drag plus the li thospheric strength \vhich act to
hold down the sea-floor wi thin the median rift can be
envisaged to be balanced by the buoyancy forces due to the
rift volume plus the extra buoyancy of the low density
conduit fil 1 which together act to uplift the sea-floor.
While the buoyancy force due to median rifts can be
estimated from bathymetric profiles of ridge crests, little
is known about the hydrodyna~ics of the uDwelling astheno-
sDh2~e ::nd the .;eor;etrv of the conduit reo)ion !:o al1.C',,''...' J
calculations of the viscous forces. The nagni tude of the
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viscous forces has been estimated only from assuming they are
balanced bv the buoyancy forces and estimating the buoyancy
forces from bathymetric data (Lachenbruch, 1973). Thus,
little is actually k~m-m about the natu.re of the viscous
forces. The best reason for postulating these forces may
be the inadequecy of other forces to explain the formation
of median rifts at most slow srreading centers.
The presence of viscous forces can explain the large
difference in the scale of median rift relief and the relief
of sea-floor away from spreading centers at the MAR. The
scale of median rifts would reflect in part the viscous
processes while the scale of relief away from median rifts
would reflect the ability of the lithosphere to support
relief by strength at the location where the re lie f is
formed by tectonisT!. Though viscous forces C&ì
explain the difference in the scale of median rift and mature
sea-floor relief at the KAR, the calculated li thospheric
strength for the location of expected relief formation
suggests the mature sea-floor relief should be much greater
than that which is observed.
"
"
~
f
Uncertain ties in the Calculated Litho spheric Strengths
- '-
In estimating the lithospheric strengths, the brittle
part of the lithosphere was assumed to be composed of
partially fractured rocks. Goetze ~~d Evans (1979)
suggested tha~ it is only the frictional . ., ,. ..s~reng~n or rocKS
that is important. Byerlee (l975) found the frictional
19l
strength of rocks to be 1.7 times the effective confininç;
pressure for stresses less than 2 kbars. Li thosDheric
strengths calculated using the frictional strength for the
brittle part of the lithosnhere aye about one-halÏ of those
us ing the strength for partially fractured rocks as given
by Tapponnier and Francheteau (l978). However, t~e lower
lithospheric strengths are still about five times larger
than the buoyancy forces attributab le to the observed mature
sea-floor relief.
The brittle and ductile strengths of the lithosphere
were calculated at O. 1 km depth intervals and the weaker
of the .two used. The bri ttle strength increases with de~th
as it is dependent on the effective confininf pres sure while
the ductile strength decreases with depth due to the
increasing te~erature. Tn ere fore , the strongest portion
of the lithosphere is invariably at the ductile-brittle
transition area. Unfortunately, it is the strength of rocks
near the brittle-ductile transition zone that is the least
well known (Logan, 1979). Because the rock strength in
,~j
. ~t
the brittle-ductile transition zone nlays a dominant part in
~he calculated lithospheric strengths, any over-estination of
rock strengths in the bri ttle-ductile regime can greatly
bias the calculated total lithospheric strengths.
If it is assumed that the calculated lithosDheric
strengths are too hif:~ dU-2 to l.l--cercaint.ies in -:he ::ock
strengths in the brittle-ductile regine or even some other
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unsDecified mechcS""ism, some lin:.ting stress can be found
which when assumed will give lithospheric strengths that
match the buoyancy forces calculated from the observed
bath)~etri2 relief. In the above calculations, the naximDQ
stresses found wi thin the lithosphere were about 300 bars at
the spreading axis aTld about LLOO bars at lO km from the
spreading axis for a lO mm/yr spreading center. If a value
of lOa bars is used as the limiting stress supportable by
any part of the lithosphere, the lithospheric strength at
10 km from the spreading axis would be about 9.7 x LO 13
dynes/cm for a lO mr/yr spreading center and 2.5 x iOl3
dynes/cm for a 80 mm/yr spreading center. These values .are
now about twice the li thospheric strengths implied by the
observed sea-floor relief. If the hy~othesis that mature
sea-floor relief is limited by the strength of the lithosphere
within the zone of tectonic activity at sDreading centers is
true, then the scale of- sea-floor relief imDlies the
i
lithosphere is capable of supporting stresses less than
lOa bars in the zone of relief formation. Hhether such
small strengths are reasonable at all depends on better
knowledge of the physical properties of rocks. Of course,
there is also the possibility that the hypothesis is
incorrect and that the scale of relief is dete~ned by
factors other than lithos~heric stren~th and the extent
of tectonic activitv at sDTeading centers.
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by the strength of the lithosphere. Instead, median rifts
probably are maintained in part by viscous forces. At hif,her
rate spreading centers, the lithosohere is not caDable of
mailitaining larg2 scale relief within the zone of tectonic
activity. Only small amDlitudeishort wavelength relief can
be preserved.
Figure 28 shoioJs that the strength of the li thosDhere
near spreading axes decreases rapidly with increasing
spreading rate at the slower spreading rates. The continued
decrease in strength near spreading axes is slower at the
higher spreading rates. The large chanf,e in lithos?heric
strength and thus the scale of relief created at the slow
spreading rates can exp lain why the sea.-floor roughnes s as
seen by surface ship profiling systems can be correlated with
sprëading rate along the Y~R. At the faster spreading EPR,
the rather snall expected decrease in the scale of relief
with increasing spreading rate may be hidden in the noise of
the data available (K.D. Klitgord, oral communication).
Alternatively, the possible continued decrease in the scale
of relief created at faster spre~ding rates is beyond the
resol utian of the profiling systems.
3.6 Extent of Tectonism at Spreading Centers
It is imDortant to:)oint out that the lithosphere
cy.2.ateò 2t a~y s?readir:g rate ,;.l:ll eventually b'2cor.e stro:c.Q
enough to support relief of equally large scale. Tnerefore,
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there remains the question of how the extent of tectonic
activi ty is limi ted at spreading centers and the variability
in the roughness with spreading rate is achieved. One
possibili ty is the presence of magma chambers unåer spreading
axes. Magma chambers have been inferred from seismic data
collected at fast and intermediate rate spreading centers
(Orcutt et aI, 1975; Rosendahl et al, 1976; Reid et al, 1977;
Herron et al, 1978). Rosendahl (l976) and Lonsdale (l977a)
suggested that the edge of the magma chambers coincides with
the beginning of large scale relief at. the fast spreadingo 0EPR 9 Nand EPR 3 S. The edge of ma~a chambers may be a
zone of. stress concentration and thus the site of nreferential
lithospheric failure (Sleep and Rosendahl, 1979). It is also
tempting to note that studies of calde~a s~bsidence have
shown that the lid over maf.a chambers tends to subside as an
unit, creating ring dykes and normal faults around the edges
of the caldera (Smith and Bailey, 1968; Simkin and Howard,
1970). The edge of magma chambers can thus determne the
exten t of maj or tectonic acti vi ty at faster s~reading centers.
It was noted in ChaDter I that the location for the initiation
of tectonic relief is quite well defined at many spreadin~
centers. The width of the central low relief zone may well
define the width of the magma chamber lid and the zone of
tectonic relief formation associated with some zone rimming
the ~ag~a ch¿~bers. I t is easy to sDeculãte that the
penetration of sea water into the fa~l t scaros associated
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with the development of large scale tectonic relief hel~s
limit the extent of magma chambers.
Xagm2 chambers h2ve also been Dostulated bv ~e~rolof.i sts
and geochemists to eXDlain the lateral variations in basalt
composi tion at mid-ocean ridges and the petrologic layering
found in ophiolites (e.g. Cann, 1974; Hekinian et al, 1976;
BTVê," ~'-: d ~:oore, 1977; Nisbe t an d Fowler) 19 78). Bryan and
_'cl.:.:2 (".'977) suggested that the \vidth of the inner valley
floor along the ~ÅR in the F~inUS area equals the width of
the underlying magma chamber. However, the lack of conclusive
seismic evidence for significan t magma chambers along the
MAR suggests they cannot control the extent of tectonic
activity which forms the continous median rifts (Nisbet and
Fm.¡ler) 1978). Furtherrore, at deéply rifted mid-oceari
ridges the need to remove the medi~ì rift relief at the rift
margins dictates a zone of tectonic activity which must be
wider than the Dossible magma chambers under the rift valley
~loors. I t is not like ly that magma chambers extend beyond
~ne iarge normal faults present at the base of the median
rift valley walls. It is probable that it is the geometry
of the deeper seated viscous effects in the conduit for the
upwelling asthenosphere that determines the zone of tectonic
activity at deeply rifted rrád-ocean ridges.
1 -,
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The .su~gestion that the scale of sea-floor relief formed
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at s?reading centers is limited by the buoyancy force
supportable by the lithosDhere within the zone of relief
formation provides a qualitative means by which the contrast
in the relief created at different spreading ra tes can be
explained. Large scale relief created in older and thus
stronger Ii thosuhere at slow spreading centers can be
preserved as the sea-floor continues to migrate away from
spreading centers. Large scale relief cannot be sUDDorted by
the younger and weaker lithosphere wi thin the zone of rel ief
formation at faster spreading centers.
Calculation of the Ii thosDheric strength based on
thermal models of the lithosphere at spreading centers and
laboratory measurements of rock strengths give strengths
which are about an order of magnitude greater than the
buoyancy forces attributable to the observed IDßture sea-floor
relief. Lithospheric strengths may have been over-estimated
due to the assumption that the brittle nortion of the litho-
sphere is only partially fractured and/or the strength of
rocks in the bri ttle-ductile transitional regime can be
¡. .
"
"
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estimated by extrapolating the brittle and ductile behavior
¡o
~
.1:,
;
of rocks. The scale of relief observed in deep tow profiles
implies the stresses sunDortable by the lithosphere within
the zone of relief formation are less than about 100 bars.
1~ether such low strengths are realistic remai~s uncertain.
Ho..eve~ he oua1 rat". ~.O ~iY"iJ.a~~ :7' r. ti.,, 1'2'.,.a"'_".'D;C'. "'. ",,,. ,i' ...:_..'~e: L'i ~, t~~ . ~i_ _.:. .. ,':"ü..' .I' t~7 ':.l l~_ _ ., .... .:i~ "_l.  ~_
of the estimated strengths within the ZOTIe of tectonisB and
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the buoyancy forces calculated from observed sea-floor relief
created at different spreading rates suggests that the scale
of sea-floor relief is a function of lithospheric strength
within the zone of tectonic activity at spreading centers.
It was noted that if the roughness of sea-floor relief can be
explained by the strength of the lithosphere at the site of
relief formation, there remains the question of what factors
limit the extent of tectonic activity at spreading centers.
At faster spreading centers, it is possible that it is the
size of magma chambers which controls the extent of tectonic
activity. At deeply rifted mid-ocean ridges, the necessity
of removing median rift relief extends the zone of tectonic
activity to the top of the rift valley walls. If median rifts
are maintained in part by viscous forces, then the extent
of tectonic activity would be governed by the deeper seated
viscous forces.
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Chapter iV: Sumary and Conclusions
4. i Deep Tow Re8ul ts
Topographic profiles of mid-ocean riåges collected with
the deep tow instrument package were quantitatively analyzed
and compared. The examination of this data showed that the
sea-floor is pervasively faulted and it is the tectonic relief
that makes up most of the sea-floor relief. The presence of
central low relief zones at spreading centers shows that the
sea-floor is initially created with little relief and the
tectonic relief is added as the sea-floor migrates away from
the spreading axes.
The width of the zone over which the tectonic relief is
created, or the plate bowidary zone, was estimated by looking
for the point at which the tectonic relief reached a density
that is similar to mature sea-floor well away from the
spreading centers. At deeply rifted mid-ocean ridges, the
removal of the median rift relief is necessary before the
sea-floor relief matures to that of relief well away from the
spreading centers. Thus, the width of the plate boundary
zone is defined by the distance to which the median rift relief
is removed.
The plate boundary widths are not significantly different
among the faster spreading mid-ocean ridges. The wi.dth of the
slow sDreddin'? K'\R i.s 1JoL:icablv vTi.òe=. ThoUE"D. t:he i:!etfiod used
_ t- .  '-
is far from being precise, it is clear that when the plête
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boundary widths are expressed in terms of the age of sea-floor
to which tectonism is active, the age is significantly greater
for the sl.ow sprEading ~~R.
The roughness of sea-floor relief was calculated bv su~~in~
the absolute difference in depth points sampled at 50 m
intervals along projected deep tow profiles. ~~en calculated
by this method, the roughness of relief turns out to have
little correlation with spreading rate, contrary to the often
noted inverse relationship between roughness and spreading
rate noted in surface ship bathymetri~ profiles. This apparent
contradiction can be explained by the fact that the amplitude
and wavelength of relief created at faster spreading centers is
less than that formed at slower spreading centers. Typical
sur£ace shi? profiling systells are not capable of resolving
the finer scale relief created at faster spreading centers.
Thus, the relief created there appears to be smoother.
Calculation of. the roughness of relief that would be seen by
wide beam surface ship profiling systems using deep tow data
showed that the relief for faster spreading centers is indeed
attenuated more than that öf slow spreading centers. Spectral
analysis' of deep tow profiles also suggests this interpretation
is correct.
4.2 Surface Ship Resul ts
S'Lrfac~:: ,s'riiD i::'cf._~1es 01: mid-ocec:r: :"idge,s v.~er'E. corn.Dile¿
to enlarge and complerent the deep tow data set. !he commen
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generalization that faster spreading centers have smaller
median rifts or larger central highs and create smoother
sea-floor relief was investigated. The depth and volume of
median rifts have been defined relative. to the adjacent rift
mountain peaks as well as the regional isostatic level. The
height and volume of central highs can also be defined
relative to the isostatic level. Depth versus square root of
age curves were fitted to proj ected ridge crest profiles in
the attempt to define the isostatic level. The dimensions of
median rifts along the MA and central highs along the EPR
defined in either manner had low coefficients of correlation
with spreading rate. Only when the data sets from the y~ and
EPR were compared does any sort of clear correlation became
apparent.
There is large scatter in the dimensions of median riÎts
and central highs whether defined relative to the adj acent
rift mountain peaks or the best fitting depth versus square
root of age curves. The scatter in the ridge crest dimensions
when defined relative to the best fit depth versus square root
of age curves may be due to errors in the fitting of the
depth versus square root of age curves. There is large
variability in the parameters of the best fit depth versus
square root -of age curves both in the Atlantic and the
Pacific. To look for the source of the variabilicy in the
fitted depth versus square root of age curves, r.~l~erous
profiles were digitized fros ¿etailed bathymetr.ic contour maps
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of the ~~R between 200 and 300N. The parameters of the depth
versus square root of age curves fitted to these profiles were
compared to those fitted to the surface ship profiles compiled
for this study. The comparison between tne resülts showed
that much of the v~riability in the depth versus square root
of age curves fitted to the compiled surface ship profiles is
due to regional variations in the subsidence rate of the
sea-floor which were not resolved by the sparse number of
surface ship profiles compiled.
The variability in median rift volumes independent of
spreading rate was assessed by looking at ridge crest profiles
gathered in detailed surveys of the HAR. Comparison of rift
volumes determined from ridge crest profiles collected within
small survey areas sho~ed there is large va~iability not
explainable by spreading rate differences. Other factors
that have been postulated to influence median rift dimensions
include the proximity of transform faults and the episodic
nature of median rift evolution. It is clear that median rift
and central high dimensions are not solely a function of
spreading rate. Other processes are at work at mid-ocean
ridges which influence ridge crest morphology and are
responsible for the scatter in the imperfect relationship
between ridge crest dimensions and spreading rate.
The roughness of sea-floor relief was calculated using
proj ected surface ship Lroriles sa:rl) 2.eè at " ,. ,-even 5,:J ç. t~8
intervals. An inverse correlation between roughness and
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spreading rate can be detected in profiles from the Atlantic.
A very slight positive correlation was found for profiles from
the Pacific. The abundance of seamounts in the South Pacific
may be the reason for the higher sea-floor roughness observed
there. However, the roughness calculated for profiles from
the South Pacific without seamounts shows the roughness of
sea-floor relief not related to seamounts is not noticeably
less than that in the North Pacific.
4.3 Formation of Fine-Scale Sea-Floor Relief at Mid-Ocean
Ridges
The deep tow and surface ship bathymetric data showed
that large scale sea-floor relief is formed at slow spreading
centers. The plate boundary width estimates suggested that
tectonic activity occurs in older lithosphere a: .s 1 0\-7
spreading centers. Tapponnier and Francheteau (1978) proposed
that the size of median rift relief supportable by the
lithosphere is determined by the strength of the lithosphere.
It is proposed here that tectonic activity and formation of
relief in older, stronger lithosphere can explain the larger
scale relief created at slow spreading centers.
To test the above hypotheses, the buoyancy force
attributable to mature sea-floor relief seen in deep tow
profiles anà the lithos?heric sLrength within Lhe zone of
tectonic activiry were estimated. Tte estimated stre~gths,
if correct, suggest that the lithosphere within the zone of
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relief formation is capable of supporting relief which is much
larger than that observed. Only the buoyancy forces
attributable to some of ~he median rifts at ~~ equal or
exc¿eu the ca:c~lated lithospheric s treng~ns, ~'1 .,I ...Q ~ ~-O'n..1.._ .L_.Joc.
difference between the estimated lithospheric strengths and
buoyancy forces may result from other forces which have not
been accounted for and/or the over-estimation of the litho-
spheric strengths. Viscous forces can be postulated to
maintain the large median rift relief while uncertainties in
the strength of the rocks that make up the lithosphere may
account for the high calculated lithospheric strengths. For
the buoyancy forces attributable to the observed sea-floor
rel ief to equal the lithospheric strengths, the stress
which the lithosphere can support within the zone of relief
:eünnation needs "to be less than 100 bars. i~hether sÜ.cn low
strengths are realistic is uncertain. However, the similarity
in the relationship between the lithospheric strengths and the
buoyancy forces attributable to observed sea-floor relief
suggests that the roughness of relief created at different
spreading rates is a result of the lithospheric strength
at the point where the relief is created. Finally, it was
speculated that it is the sizE of magma chambers at faster
spreading centers and viscous forces at deeply rifted
mid-ocean ridges that control the horizontal extent of the
pl"ate bOt:nd,~.:.~". ZC.TIf?3 =iiid '(hus the age J~ li:hosohere to ~.c1-. -í .~ 1,V'....'" "-.la.
tectonism is active.
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Appendix I: Location of surface ship profiles compiled
in this study. Thicker lines indicate the
location of profiles acquired in digital form.
Bathymetric contours are - from Mamferickx et al
(l974), Molnar et al (l975), Hayes and
Conolly (1972), Talwani et al (1974), and
McKenzie and Sclater (l97l). Ridge axes in ~he
South Atlantic are from J.D. Phillips
(personal cOIT~unication).
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